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1 cuts at state's capitol
lion if they are not. But with the lowest
te funding of any pubic university, stuits at GVSU are still feeling anxious with
pending proposal.
‘I think people are turning up in general
ugh because students and supports realize
attacks that are being committed against
ir education and their rights,” said Pono, who plans to run for a GVSU Student
late seat this week. “Education is the fore
front for in
novation and
the basis of a
community. If
you take that
away, you’re
taking
away
the foundation
of our soci
ety.”
He
added
that he thinks
the higher ed
ucation fund
ing cuts are
the just the
beginning of a
larger issue.
“Something
important
to
realize though
is that these
GVL / Nathan Mehmed
attacks
on our
»with a GVSU flag at the protest.
rights are not
just against us,” he said.
“It’s against every kind of
oppressed group - women,
racial minorities, the LGBT
realize,
community, those living in
at these
poverty. Attacks on edu
cation are an attack on all
ir rights
of these groups and more,
gainst
and these cuts and attacks
we’re facing now are just
t every
the beginning.”
?ssed
Jennie Hlady, a member
of the Student Senate polit
ical affairs committee, said
e Ponazzo
she thought the powerful
Protester
message students brought
to Lansing Thursday was
only made stronger by the
iitive attitude that came along with it.
‘There was a good turnout at the Lansing
tz,” Hlady said. “I feel that so many peoshowed up because it is important for us
let legislators know that we are listening
I paying attention to what is going on. We
students need to use our voices to express
• opinion.”
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Campus Dining,
HSGV partner for
Meatless
Mondays
By Molly Waite
GW. Assistant News Editor

Since bringing cage-free eggs to the campus din
ing locations, the Humane Society of Grand Valley
State University has had a great deal of influence
on Campus Dining policies. Now HSGV is bringing
a new dining initiative to the table: Meatless Mon
days.
Starting today, Fresh Food
Company and Engrained in
The Connection will fea
ture meatless items ev
ery Monday.
“Our
stations
within Fresh Food
Company and En
grained will contin
ue to provide a vari
ety of menu items,
including meat,” said
Deb Rambadt, mar
keting manager for
Campus
Dining.
“Campus Dining’s
goal is to provide
options and build
awareness. Guests
can
choose
the
items appropriate for
their needs.”
GVL Photo Illustration / Kate Kaurich
When Junior Michelle Vader and sophomore Jor
dan Veenstra, HSGV members, approached Cam
pus Dining in hope of beginning a Meatless Mon
days program, which Rambadt said they had been
considering for several months, Campus Dining be
gan to implement the plans immediately.
“Because Campus Dining was already consid
ering the program, it made sense to work together
with the GVSU Humane Society,” Rambadt said.
“Working with the GVSU Humane Society has
been a positive experience.”
Reducing the amount of meat being served on
campus has many benefits, Vader said. Less meat
is good for the environment, good for individual
health and is also intended to raise awareness of the
See Meatless, A2

UAS debates faculty summer
salary rate reduction
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

The University Academic
Senate met Friday afternoon to
discuss a proposal that would
reduce faculty summer compen
sation beginning in 2012 in an
effort to reallocate the savings
to base pay for faculty at Grand
Valley State University.
Kristine Mullendore, chair
of the UAS, said the teaching
schedule affected by the propo MULLENDORE
sition includes extra semesters
outside of normal academic year expectations for
those faculty on nine month-contracts. These se
mesters are outside of what is covered by base pay
and benefits.
Currently, faculty members teaching one threecredit summer course receive 12.5 percent of base
salary with no floor or ceiling amount. Under the
proposal, the same faculty members will only re
ceive 10 percent of the base salary with a floor of
$6,000 and a ceiling of $10,000.
Mullendore said the administration reports that
adopting this proposal would result in almost $1
million in savings, which would produce funds that

See UAS, A2
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million if they are not. But with the lowest
state funding of any pubic university, stu
GVL News Editor
dents at GVSU are still feeling anxious with
the pending proposal.
Hundreds of student protestors from all
“I think people are turning up in general
over the state flooded the inside of Michigan’s though because students and supports realize
Capitol Building in Lansing Thursday for the the attacks that are being committed against
Lansing Blitz rally - a state-wide effort orga their education and their rights,” said Pon
nized by the Student Association of Michigan azzo, who plans to run for a GVSU Student
to protest higher education funding cuts in Senate seat this week. “Education is the fore
Gov. Rick
front for in
Snyder’s
novation and
proposed
the basis of a
budget
community. If
plan.
you take that
Signs
away, you’re
that read
taking
away
“Recall
the foundation
Snyder”
of our soci
and “Pro
ety.”
tect Higher
He
added
Education,
that he thinks
Snyder is
the higher ed
Wrong!"
ucation fund
dotted the
ing cuts are
outside of
the just the
the Capi
beginning of a
tol Build
larger issue.
ing while
"Something
students
important
to
chanted
realize though
inside to
is that these
Nathan Mehmed
show soli Rally for student rights: A group of students pose with a GVSUGVL
attacks
on our
flag at the protest.
rights are not
darity
in
their opposition.
just against us,” he said.
//
“Some chants and signs
“It’s against every kind of
told our leaders that Michigan
oppressed group - women,
Something
should not fund more finances
racial minorities, the LGBT
important to realize,
towards a clearly dysfunction
community, those living in
though, is that these
al, un-effective prison system
poverty. Attacks on edu
than our education system,”
cation
are an attack on all
attacks on our rights
said Vince Ponazzo, a junior
of these groups and more,
are not just against
and political science major at
and these cuts and attacks
Grand Valley State University
we’re facing now are just
us. It's against every
who attended the Lansing Blitz
the beginning.”
kind of oppressed
rally. “Other signs compared
Jennie Hlady, a member
the budget plan to values with
group
of the Student Senate polit
de-funding education, head
ical affairs committee, said
-Vince Ponazzo
start and Planned Parenthood
she thought the powerful
Protester
- which are attacks on kids,
message students brought
non-traditional students and
to Lansing Thursday was
women - while funding went
only made stronger by the
towards big businesses and higher-income positive attitude that came along with it.
earners - a clear support for the rich.”
“There was a good turnout at the Lansing
If Gov. Snyder’s budget plan passes, it Blitz,” Hlady said. “I feel that so many peo
would reduce funding by 15 percent if uni ple showed up because it is important for us
versities can meet tuition incentives and by to let legislators know that we are listening
22 percent if they cannot.
and paying attention to what is going on. We
The reduction would knock GVSU’s cur as students need to use our voices to express
rent state aid of $62 million down to $52.6 our opinion.”
million if tuition incentives are met or $48.4
news @ Ian thorn .com
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Campus Dining,
HSGV partner for
Meatless
Mondays
By Molly Waite
GVL Assistant News Editor

Since bringing cage-free eggs to the campus din
ing locat: .is, the Humane Society of Grand Valley
State University has had a great deal of influence
on Campus Dining policies. Now HSGV is bringing
a new dining initiative to the table: Meatless Mon
days.
Starting today, Fresh Food
Company and Engrained in
The Connection will fea
ture meatless items ev
ery Monday,
“Our
stations
within Fresh Food
Company and En
grained will contin
ue to provide a vari
ety of menu items,
including meat,” said
Deb Rambadt, mar
keting manager for |
Campus
Dining.
“Campus Dining’s
goal is to provide
—-------options and build
awareness. Guests
can
choose
the
items appropriate for
their needs.”
GVL Photo Illustration / Kate Kaurich
When Junior Michelle Vader and sophomore Jor
dan Veenstra, HSGV members, approached Cam
pus Dining in hope of beginning a Meatless Mon
days program, which Rambadt said they had been
considering for several months, Campus Dining be
gan to implement the plans immediately.
“Because Campus Dining was already consid
ering the program, it made sense to work together
with the GVSU Humane Society,” Rambadt said.
“Working with the GVSU Humane Society has
been a positive experience.”
Reducing the amount of meat being served on
campus has many benefits, Vader said. Less meat
is good for the environment, good for individual
health and is also intended to raise awareness of the
See Meatless, A2

UAS debates faculty summer
salary rate reduction
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

The University Academic
Senate met Friday afternoon to
discuss a proposal that would
reduce faculty summer compen
sation beginning in 2012 in an
effort to reallocate the savings
to base pay for faculty at Grand
Valley State University.
Kristine Mullendore, chair
of the UAS, said the teaching
schedule affected by the propo MULLENDORE
sition includes extra semesters
outside of normal academic year expectations for
those faculty on nine month-contracts. These se
mesters are outside of what is covered by base pay
and benefits.
Currently, faculty members teaching one threecredit summer course receive 12.5 percent of base
salary with no floor or ceiling amount. Under the
proposal, the same faculty members will only re
ceive 10 percent of the base salary with a floor of
$6,000 and a ceiling of $10,000.
Mullendore said the administration reports that
adopting this proposal would result in almost $1
million in savings, which would produce funds that
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Meatless
continued from page A1

health and is also intended to raise
awareness of the cruel treatment of an
imals in the meat industry.
“The purpose of Meatless Mondays
is to educate and allow options for more
sustainable eating habits,” Vader said.
“We are trying to stress that anyone and
everyone can do this. Eliminating meat
consumption just one day a week has
huge impacts on the environment and
personal health in the long term.”
Vader said that she came across this

UAS
continued from page A1
would be reallocated to faculty base pay
- separate from any annual salary adjust
ment that might result' in an increased
faculty base salary.
Provost Gayle Davis said there has
been some discord among faculty, in
evitably raised out of hav ing something
that was once there taken away. I’hough
summer teaching isn’t necessarily part
of their contracts, Davis said many
teachers use the opportunity to make ex
tra income.
“I was hoping to help the UAS under

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Monday, March 28,2011

issue during the TEDxGrand Valley idea
exchange event earlier this year and re
alized that Meatless Mondays would be
a valuable program to increase the sus
tainability of GVSU’s campuses.
“This would be a great program
for GVSU because of our huge spot
light on sustainability initiatives," Vader
said. “We’ve done everything from con
structing LEED buildings to advanc
ing our recycling program; however, we
have been neglecting on-campus din
ing options. Not only would Meatless
Mondays be beneficial for the students,
start and employers of GVSU, it would

also put our university in a worthy po
sition for other campuses to model. As
an ever-changing sustainable communi
ty, I feel there are always things we can
improve upon, and taking this one day a
week into consideration is a big step in
the right direction.”
Rambadt said she believes vegetari
ans and vegans will benefit from Meat
less Mondays as well due to the easy
identification of meatless options.
While some students are less pleased
at the prospect of less meat being served
on campus, Veenstra and Vader, neither
of whom are vegetarians, emphasized

that Meatless Mondays is about the ben
efits of eating less meat, not forcing stu
dents to eat vegetarian options.
“Everyone that I have talked to seems
enthusiastic about the idea,” Vader said.
“1 do sense some unease with people.
Some have the misconception that we
are taking meat entirely ort the menu
on Mondays. ITiey don’t realize that we
are just trying to emphasize the sustain
able options. My hope is that people will
keep an open mind when testing exit the
new options and spread the word on this
initiative.”

stand the need for not only cuts but also
sometimes reallocation of resources at a
time like this of flat or decreasing reve
nues for the university,” she said. “There
are always conflicting views when you
are collectively milking decisions on pri
orities of one need over another.”
Davis said summer salaries at GVSU
tie with some of the highest in the state.
“This is the beginning of the discus
sion and in this current economic time
these discussion are a fact of life,” Mullendore said. “I would encourage any
faculty members who are concerned to
contact their faculty representation.”
Both Mullendore and Davis said the

university is not considering layoffs, fur
loughs or program closures like many
other universities, but are simply look
ing for new ways to be more cost effec
tive in the face of Gov. Rick Snyder’s
proposed budget cuts.
“Just like with anyone and their
employment they are concerned with a
fair and competitive salary,” said Jarrett
Martus, Student Senate president. “The
university is also dealing with decreased
revenue and trying to balance everything
out. I know in the end this will come to a
solid agreement that will benefit the fac
ulty and university as a whole.”
Martus said without plans to elimi

nate classes, increase class sizes or cut
faculty or services to students, the pro
posal will in no way have an effect on
the student body.
Without being able to rely on the
State as much as years past, Davis said
the university is thinking of alternative
plans and trying to make smart, albeit
difficult, decisions about the future.
“My plan moving forward is to work
with FSBC and the larger Senate to look
at our options and priorities so that we
can do the very best for Grand Valley
with the resources we have,” she said.
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"Our
goal, 1 think
our modest
goal, is to
be the most
sustainable
university
* \
in the Midwest,” she
x
i
V.
.*
said.
To reach WENNER
this
goal,
Wenner said
GVSU can only do so much
on its own, and the university
needs to reach out to see what
other campuses are doing.
“This is a very transpar
ent evaluation, and so it is out
public for everybody to mea
sure us against other universi
ties,” Wenner said. “So it takes
some courage for us to step out
in the front, and it takes some
will after that to look carefully
at what we can and want to do
from here.”
Since 2005, GVSU has
stayed ahead of the curve in a
period of tremendous growth,
Bartels said.
“I think the important thing
to realize is we reduced our wa
ter consumption by 25 million
gallons. We reduced our energy
consumption and we’ve re
duced our waste," Bartels said.
“But we did that over a time of
significant growth.”
Even with these areas of
success, Bartels sees areas for
GVSU to not only improve the
STARS rating but also general
education about sustainability.
“The good thing about
STARS is it creates an aware
ness of projects that we are not
doing,” Bartels said. “We don’t
have a student peer-to-peer sus
tainable education program.
We don’t have a carbon offset
program and we don’t have a
sustainable student-run busi
ness on campus. All of these are
possibilities for the future.”
;

munity Development Initiative,
said while reaching platinum is
difficult, it is the ultimate goal
for GVSU.
“The points are awarded
very conservatively,” he said.
“1 get the impression that they
don’t want anyone to think
their work is done, and right
fully so.”
Bartels said reaching plati
num requires the work of not
just the SCD1 but the entire uni
versity.
“I’ve used STARS as a
widespread collaborative ef
fort,” Bartels said. “It really
took a lot of work from every
department on campus.”
After the silver award was
released for GVSU, a celebra
tion luncheon was held on Fri
day.
Wendy Wenner, dean of
the college of Interdisciplinary
Studies, calledfor GVSU to
reach this goal and become a
leader for other universities to
follow.

> •>

Among the 250 total par
ticipating universities rated by
the Sustainability Tracking As
sessment and Rating System
(STARS), Grand Valley State
University received a silver
rating, putting the university

where the university rates.
STARS observes categories
which include education and
research, operations, planning,
administration and engagement
and innovation.
The highest honor an institu
tion can attain in the rating sys
tem is a platinum rating. Bart
Bartels, project manager for
the GVSU Sustainable Com-
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Recyclemania 2011
ends Saturday
With less than a week
left of the national recycling
competition, Grand Valley
State University is looking
for a strong finish. GVSU is
competing in with other
Michigan schools of more
than 20,000 students to
have the highest percentage
of waste recycled.
Last week, the numbers
showed that GVSU is cur
rently in first place with the
highest percentage of waste
recycled.
For more information
about Recyclemania, please
visit GVSU's Recyclemania
2011 webpage on www.
gvsu.edu/facilitiesservices.
Select the Facilities Services
Departments tab, and then
Recycling.

2
Gender Neutral
Housing Coalition
petitioning in Kirkhof
Members of the Gender
Neutral Housing Coalition
will be tabling this week
in Kirkhof. The Coalition is
seeking students to sign
their petition in support of
gender neutral housing,
which would allow men
and women to share dorm
rooms on campus. The
group hopes the petition
will demonstrate a sig
nificant student interest to
Housing.
The petition will be
available to sign in Kirkhof
Wednesday from 6 to 8 p.m.,
Thursday from 3 to 6 p.m.
and Friday from 2 to 5 p.m.

3
Student Academic
Success Center offers
workshop on test
taking
If you have ever sat down
for a test, after studying all
day, and felt your mind go
blank? For those students who
have trouble taking exams,
tests and quizzes, the Student
Academic Success Center at
Grand Valley State University
is offering a workshop on
how to effectively prepare for
tests and deal with the anxiety
before and after you take an
exam. The workshop begins
at 4:30 p.m. tonight in Kirkhof
Center, Room 2266, and will
last an hour. The event is also
LIB 100-approved.
For more information,
contact the Student Academic
Success Center at 616-331 3588 or drop into the Center
in STU 200.
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among the highest-rated in uni
versities across the U.S. and
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Creative
thinking
The newly-adopted Meatless Mondays program
demonstrates creative thinking about sustainable
practices and is a step in the right direction
toward providing more dining options for people
with restrictive diets.

GVL / Jacob Bowen

YOUR THOUGHTS

Are Meatless Mondays worth the university's investment?

ampus Dihing, the organization responsible for a
great majority of the dining options available for
students at Grand Valley State University, has
been criticized in the past for its lack of suitable
food choices for people with restrictive diets.
Vegetarians, vegans and people with medical conditions"Although
such I'm all
"I don't think
"I think that
"I feel Meatless
"Yes, I do believe
it
is
worth
the
Meatless
Mondays
Meatless
Mondays
Mondays would
for
vegetarian
lactose intolerance have been forced to eat the same items
university's
would help include
are worth the
be a great thing
options, I don't
from Campus Dining restaurants because of the company’s
investment because
those students
investment. I am
to bring to GV
think the university
limited variety.
they spend more
that are vegetarian
not a vegetarian,
because it allows
should have to
and
vegans
by
money
on
it,
and
but
I
do
often
those
who choose
But with the adoption of Meatless Mondays, Campus Din
cut corners in
there are already
providing them
choose to eat
not to consume
ing has taken a significant step toward expanding its service
other areas simply
enough options
more options
vegetarian and I
meat more variety
to
offer more
to cater toward underrepresented groups while still maintain
for vegetarians/
through campus
and ease of meal
know many people
vegetarian meals."
dining."
vegans. Don't
who are."
choice."
ing the norm at specific Campus Dining venues. This move
deprive the meat
•• will go a long way toward improving student opinion of
lovers!"
Campus Dining.
Dustin Farney
Katie Hekstra
Gina Guerra
Claire Hudson
But vegetarians and vegans aren’t the only ones that will
Megan McDougall
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
benefit from Meatless Mondays. The initiative will intro
Supply Chain
Biomedical Science
Nursing
Nursing
English
duce the GVSU population to less traditional offerings with a
Management
Grandville, Mich.
Milford, Mich.
Macomb, Mich.
Farmington, Mich.
Romeo, Mich.
healthy spin. The change-up also comes with environmental
benefits and ensures that students have the option of eating
cruelty-free food. Encouraging students to eat more meat-free
GVL STUDENT OPINION___________________________________________
entrees supports the university’s sustainability initiative, and
partnering with the Human Society of Grand Valley further
proves the university’s commitment to student innovation.
However, no carnivores will be harmed in this endeavor.
of argument to an item with a use
hangs away from the wall, closer
Meatless Mondays, which will be restricted to Fresh Food
that causes people to blush. It may
to die potential user. The tissue
is
easier
to
grab
and
tear
and
just
be okay to focus on such a petty
Company and Engrained, will not completely eliminate the
Chris
has a more dominant appearance.
dispute to distract us from the real
meaty entrees in these restaurants. Rather, students will
You want your paper to intimidate
issues abroad — Japan, Libya, Re
Slattery
simply have more vegetarian- and vegan-friendly options to
becca Black — from time to time,
people, not submit to them.
GVL Columnist
So many other items come
but when we get down to it, what
choose from, giving students the chance to have their veg
packaged
in
the
“over”
position
does
it matter? Is this really what
Toilet humor is always up for
etables and eat them, too.
anyways:
Scotch
tape,
and...
we
want
to call attention to?
debate — is it funny or is it trash?
Meatless Mondays is a start, but Campus Dining can go
The answer is yes, because
aluminum foil once they wise-up!
I’m not here to answer that
When you reach for something,
there is more at stake than simply
further and find new and innovative ways to expand services
question. Instead, I want to put up
you
don’t
reach
for
the
bottom—
bathroom tissue. Instead, it is about
to afford more gluten-free items. The company should use
for debate one of the most college
a person’s right to stand for what
that
just
doesn’t
make
sense.
No,
centric and heavily-argued topics of
Meatless Mondays as a stepping stone to expanding its ser
they believe in while they’re sitting.
you grab what’s on the top because
all time. It does not matter gender
that’s how this world works.
It also gives us one of the easiest
vice to be more inclusive and accomodating.
or economic situation, because ev
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The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley lanthom.
The Grand Valley Lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters mast be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed arc not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

eryone has had this conversation at
least once in his or her life. It may
seem inconsequential, but there are
actual repercussions to it.
I may lose friends over saying
this:
Over.
That’s right, I am talking about
restroom tissue and no, I do not
wish to redact my statement. This
can cause serious rifts in relation
ships, but there is no reason for it to.
“Over” is better and that’s all
there is to it.
The “over” position describes
TP. in such a way that the loose end

“Under” has no real benefit,
besides badly bruised knuckles
from inadvertently pummeling the
wall with your fist while unwinding
the roll. The notion that this ar
rangement appears ‘tidier’ is bogus,
considering the subject matter; you
can shine a bunch of trash all you’d
like, but it’s still a performance by
the Black Eyed Peas.
What this really turns into is a
statement about our culture. We
have divided ourselves into the red
states and blue states of the rest
room. As a nation (and as a world),
we have trivialized the platform

ways to put ourselves into the shoes
of our enemies, so to speak. I want
everyone reading this to look past
the B.S. of T.P. and hang your next
roll of tissue in the opposing direc
tion, so those of you who prefer the
superior “over” method will confine
your paper against the wall, and
those who have scoffed at all of my
condescending remarks can finally
liberate your ultra-soft and lead an
improved life.
It may be as awkward as writing
with your left hand, but you can at
least say you’ve given it a shot.

cslattery® lanthom com

Things you should be afraid of
Kevin
VanAntwerpen
GVL Columnist

The world is a dangerous place,
filled with things that could kill you.
injure you or make you suffer mild
bouts of discomfort. From talk
ing to strangers to jogging at night
(anytime later than 4:30 p.m. is dan
ger-time, as far as I’m concerned
- but sometimes I go out later than
6 with a reflector vest), it’s almost
hard to keep track of the danger
ous things. So to help you out. I’ve
made a list of the top things you
should be afraid of this week!
Radiation from Japan: The
disaster in Japan was bad enough
on its own. But now you’ve got to
worry about radiation from those
power plants coming over here and
giving unborn American children
multiple heads. What’s worse is that
our health stores are running out
of kelp, which I’m told works just
like spinach does on those Popeye
cartoons. My best suggestion to

avoid radiation is to line your cloth
ing with aluminum foil. Also, make
yourself a swanky aluminum foil
hat . Those never go out of style.
Rising gas prices: I have a nick
name for gas prices - “the devil’s
playground.” One minute, prices
arc hovering steady at $3.41 a gal
lon. The next, Satan’s enormous,
bony hands rise from the bowels
(haha) of hell and adjust the sign
to read $3.61. Because who else
but the prince of evil would force
you to pay an extra five dollars
every time you fill up your tank?
I don’t know about you, that’s too
much for me. That’s five dollars I’d
have spent on a box of bear claw
donuts after working out. Trust me.
If gas prices rise 20 cents a gallon,
it’s time to panic. Just look at the
history books. Gas prices rose to
almost five dollars a gallon during
the last days of Rome, and look
what happened to the Romans.
They went from world superpower
to spring break destination for wan
nabe art nerds.
Lindsay lx>han: If you're like
me, you close your blinds at night

because you're worried Lindsay
Ijohan might be hiding in your
yard, watching you with her bin
oculars. When yahoo.com reported
last Friday that the superstar will be
surgically (and legally) removing
her Ixihan and simply refer to her
self as “Lindsay”, I screamed. Now
that she’s dropping the last name,
she could be any Lindsay. Next
time you're in Applebee's and the
friendly waitress named Lindsay of
fers to bring you spinach artichoke
dip, think again. It could be The
Lohan trying to slip you roofies
disguised as delicious, cheesy
goodness. Next time that cute girl in
class named Lindsay seems a little
more into you than most girls, don't
fall for it. She wants your brains.
Jack Nicholson's Eyebrows: The
only known piece of facial hair to
adopt an anarchist form of govern
ment. That. and The Shining made
me cry myself to sleep.

k\'aruintwerpen@ lanthom com
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thoughts? E-mail us at
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Late night options fall short on campus

GVL Photo Illustration

Dylan Graham

Late-night lockout: Two students attempt to get into River Landing in Kirkhof. Dining facilities on campus close by midnight with most closing at 8 p.m., after hours of operation in River Landing, Engrained and Kleiner Marketplace were cut back.

After scaling back dining
hours, students complain
of few late night options
By Sam Butcher and Chelsea Stoskopf
QVL Staff

hether it be for work or play,
college students take the idea
of ‘burning the midnight oil'
to heart. And with late nights
come late meals, but students
bite to eat after midnight on Grand Valley
State University’s campus will find they
have more limited options than they did at
the start of the year.
Earlier this semester. Campus Dining
scaled back the Late Night hours at Kleiner
by half, cutting off food service at mid
night. Late Night,’which begins at I0 p.m.,
previously lasted until 2 a.m. Late night
r •
One vx./'vtvti
.
...
options in The Connection, which serves
wraps and sandwiches from 8 p.m. until
midnight, were also cut back in the fall.
And River Landing, which previously shut
down at 11 p.m. on weekdays, now closes
shop at 8 p.m.
Deb Rambadt, marketing manager for
Campus Dining, said the shorter hours

W

were in response to student demand. Din
ing locations on campus are equipped with
counters that record the number of people
coming and going, and Rambadt said these
counters have shown a significant decrease
in the number of guests who eat late at
night.
“This academic year, there was a drop
of 358 meal plans on north campus,” said
Chuck Brown, GVSU Campus Dining op
erations manager. “That decrease impacts
Late Night at Kleiner but also has a domino
effect on other campus dining venues. We
have to balance offerings campus-wide,
looking for a
even when the immediate impact is central
ized.”
However, the move has left many of the
3.498 students who purchased meal plans
feeling like their needs are not being met.
“I think that we should offer at least one
all night place because I at least do a lot
of my work at night and it gets very, very
tiresome when I have to plan my meals so
strictly,” said Akshay Sarathi, a GVSU ju
nior. “I have to build my entire day around
my meals and make sure that I have enough
calories that I can make it until the morn
ing.”
Sarathi. who lives in the Niemeyer Liv
ing Center, purchased a meal plan for its
convenience but found that the dining fa
cilities’ hours do not suit his schedule. The
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Getting a Master’s degree at
Grand Valley State University
has never been so easy.
With the introduction of
GVSU’s Master of Business
Administration program, the
Seidman College of Business
hopes to move students through
the process of getting a Master's
degree at a more efficient pace.

nmtnfl

a:

H. James Williams, dean of
the Seidman College of Busi
ness, said the program was de
signed for students with little or
no work experience.
“We’re talking about a full
time integrated MBA program,
and the program is different
because it is designed for stu
dents, first of all, who do not
have work experience, and
most MBA programs require
their students to have anywhere
from five to seven years of work
experience before they enter the
MBA program on a full-time
basis ” he said.
The program, accredited
by the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business,
will allow students to complete
the program in 14 months.
“As we looked at it, we
realized that there was, most
likely, an opportunity for do
ing something in light of a full
time program,” said Fred Kraft

Wayne State

Wayne Law, a Best Value Law School, offers

I INIVF RSITY

students a strong and comprehensive legal

Law school

education in Michigan's historic, economic
and cultural center. Detroit's vibrant legal
market provides students with direct access

to internship and employment opportunities at state and federal
courts, government offices, multinational corporations, unions and
major law firms. It's no wonder Wayne Law alumni continue to
lead the way in the annual Michigan Super Lawyers and Rising Stars
rankings.

At the Pew Campus
•

(Campus Dining) should
just understand that we
keep really odd hours and
our classes aren't all at the
same time. If you take a 6 to
9 p.m. class, then you have
to eat before 6 p.m. because
every place stops serving
the really good entrees by 8
p.m.
-Akshay Sarathi
GVSU junior

tion and one that is difficult to gauge for
the masses. Campus Dining is happy to
make changes that students will positively
receive. If support for the change is evi
dent, the change will be retained.”
More information about Campus Din
ing's hours and menu options is available
at www.gvsu.edu/campusdine.

manaxinf>editor@ lanthorn .com

professor in the Marketing De
partment. “A full-time program
would meet the needs of people
in terms of getting them through
in a shorter time but also would
allow us to do some things in
terms of some fairly innovative
teaching methods.”
Finance Department chair
Sridhar Sundaram helped de
velop the program and said the
14-month completion time was
established to get students in the
workforce as stx>n as possible.
“These are top talented peo
ple,” he said. “We don’t want
them to spend two years in a
traditional program, so we have
an accelerated 14-month pro
gram.”
While in the program, stu
dents will attend the Washing
ton Campus Program in Wash
ington, D.C., to see how the
government works.
“One of the things we need
to understand as students com

Every lawyer must pass the bar.
Ours go on to raise it.

Applyatlaw.wayne.edu
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MBA program to offer accelerated degrees

COUtGt NIGHT
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$5 cover with your college ID
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VIP party for you and 10 of your friends"

history major often finds himself staying
up until 3 a.m. or later to complete his stud
ies.
“(Campus Dining) should just under
stand that we keep really odd hours and our
classes aren't all at the same time,” he said.
“If you take a 6 to 9 p.m. class, then you
have to eat before 6 p.m., because every
place stops serving the really good entrees
by 8 p.m. They should really make more
accommodations for people who want to
eat more than a sandwich and a piece of
fruit after 8 p.m.”
Some students also complain about the
lack of health-conscious choices on Late
Night menus. Some of Kleiner’s Late Night
mainstay menu options include ultimate
nachos, cheesy bacon fries, chicken wings
and mozzarella sticks.
“Most of the options listed are high in
fat and low in nutrient density," said Lori
Schermers, consulting dietitian at GVSU’s
recreation and wellness department. "High
fat meals can interfere with good sleep.
Students are more likely to feel refreshed if
they chose a lower-fat snack.”
Rambadt said the majority of late night
guests desire the higher-calorie options and
when more health-conscious items were of
fered, very few were sold.
“Guests vote with their dollars,” she
said. “'Healthy' is often a personal percep-

lawinquire@wayne.edu

• (313) 577 3917

Plaza Cafe

ing from and going to work in
businesses (is) understanding
how government policies af
fect business." Sundaram said.
“A gtxxl example is to look at
what’s happening out in Michi
gan. With a change in governor,
there’s a huge amount of policy
change, and that has an impact
on every business.”
Each student who enters the
program is guaranteed a paid fel
lowship that will coincide with
the classes they take. Students
will work 20 hours a week dur
ing the fall
and winter
semesters,
and
they
will work
full
time
for
three
months af
ter the win
ter semester
is complet WILLIAMS
ed.
Besides just going to Wash
ington, D.C., students will also
be able to study abroad. The
study abroad aspect of the pro
gram will appear in a module
pertaining to international busi
ness. There will be no extra fee
associated with study abroad as
all costs will be built into the tu
ition for the program.
The MBA program at GVSU
is the only one of its kind in the
state of Michigan. Williams said
the program is important for the
community to encourage talent
ed individuals to stay in state.
“This community needs to
find a way to retain talent, and
one of the ways to retain talent
is to educate our students to the
next level so they don’t have to
go somewhere else for an MBA
program," he said. “And if we
can get them working in the
companies here in this region ”

news® lanthorn xdtn

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Rock Against Rape to raise
awareness of sexual assault
By Marc Maycroft
GVL Staff Writer

onsent is sexy.
'Hiat’s the credo of Eyes Wide Open, an on-campus
gmup that aims to increase awareness and prevention of
sexual assault. On Saturday, Eyes Wide Open will host
its seventh-annual Rock Against Rape, the group’s largest educa
tional event of the year, in the Fieldhouse Arena from 6 to 10 pjn.
“Rock Against Rape helps to bring education to students in a
nonthreatening and surprisingly fun way,” said L^yne Crawford,
president of Eyes Wide Open. “We allow students to interact with
us and hear some great music while getting a phenomenal message.
Education is the key to helping reduce sexual assault. The more
educated we are, the better tools we have to combat injustices in our
society that lead to the acceptance of a ‘rape culture.’”
The concert will feature three bands — News from Verona,
Same as Sunday and Stereo Shout Out — as well as Steve Connell,
a slam pcx*t from Los Angeles whose work has been described as
cathartic for victims of sexual assault. Grand Valley State Univer
sity artists will also have an opportunity to participate in a competi
tion to complete a piece of art that describes how they feel about
sexual crimes.
While the music, art, poetry and free food are the major attrac
tions, the message of the night is in the prevention, reporting and re
duction of sexual assault cases. According to a survey by Alert l^abs
Anonymous in 2(X)6, one in five women and one in 15 men will
be sexually assaulted while attending GVSU. This survey provides
data which Eyes Wide Open, the group hosting RAR, said warrants
bettering student understanding of the crime.
“No person can ever prevent a crime from being committed
upon them,” Crawford said. “But there are always ways in which
we can reduce our risk as an individual and as a society.”
Katy V(X)horst. public relations co-chair for RAR, said education
is the key to preventing sexual assault. Eyes Wide Open will feature
several educational tables during RAR that will cover a variety of
topics including pom, consent, alcohol and gender roles.
“This is really heteronormative, but it’s the way society works teaching women to walk in well-lit areas with a friend and with their
keys as weapons between their fingers is a start, but it isn’t enough,”
she said. “We also need to teach men that sexually assaulting some
one is wrong.”
The event has brought local media attention from Fox 17 and
national attention at various conferences, but it has become an an
nual tradition at GVSU.
“There is no reason that sexual assault still exists in our devel
oped world,” said Jason Halterman,catering chairfor RAR.“We’ve
just become accustomed to taking a blind eye to it, and that is com
pletely unacceptable. Through events like Rock Against Rape, we
can discuss, educate and prevent sexual assault.”
Eyes Wide Open advocates that even when sex is consensual,
you should ask before each activity you engage in to prevent cross
ing a line that your partner does not want to cross.
“I tmly believe that the only way to have good sex is to ask for
consent for each and every specific activity you want to engage in
- including kissing and everything else,” Voohorst said. “I also be
lieve that if someone doesn’t know that consent is sexy, they won’t
ask, and they won’t know they’re committing a crime.”
Although the issue of rape or sexual assault often seems distant
to people - as if it couldn’t happen to them - the occurrences are
more frequent than most people think, Crawford said.
“We have an obligation to do everything in our power to help
one another,” she said.

C
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Concert for a cause: Performers play in a past Rock Against Rape. This year's event, which aims to educate students about sexual assault, will be held in the Fieldhouse Arena Saturday.

Flag football tournament to honor former dean Oliver Wilson
Competition to raise
money for cancer research

//

(Oliver Wilson) was
a huge influence to all
students. He reached
out, too, and even
though I never knew
him personally, he was
a huge influence to
the GVSU campus and
multicultural affairs/7

By Samantha Arnold
GVL Staff Writer

Hie Sport Leadership Club invites the Grand
Valley State University community to celebrate
the memory of Dean of Multicultural Affairs Oli
ver Wilson at the second annual Cancer Aware
ness Football Jam.
The event, which will raise money for the
American Cancer Society, will take place at 3 p.m.
on Saturday in the leaker Tiirf Building.
Participants will play in a Hag football tourna
ment. and Momentum and AFA Fraternity will
perform at the half-time show.
The tournament celebrates Oliver Wilson, who
joined GVSU’s staff in 1997 and was named dean
of multicultural affairs in 2(X)3. Wilson died on
Aug. 31,2(X)9 after a three-year battle with cancer.
This year, his family will attend the tournament,
assist in the coin flips and present the winners.
“He was a huge influence to all students. He
reached (Hit, too, and even though I never knew
him personally, he was a huge influence to the
GVSU campus and Multicultural Affairs." said
senior Drew Janowiak. chief charity ofliccr of the
event.
Fiach Hag football team will he comprised of
10 players, three of whom must be women. Hie

>Drew Janowiak
Football Jam chief charity officer

Courtesy photo / gvsu.edu
We remember: Oliver Wilson, former dean

of Multicultural Affairs, addresses a crowd. Saturday's Cancer

Awareness Football Jam will raise money for cancer research in his honor. Wilson passed away in August 2009.

teams will compete in 7-on-7 games in a double
elimination format. Hitch game will have two
12-minute peruxls.
The GVSU flag football rules will apply dur
ing the tournament, and referees and trainers w ill
be on-site thn>ugh<xil the day. The club anticipates
a total of 15 teams and more than 2(X) spectators
from both the campus ami the community.

“We are hoping to bring in outside students
along with others as well to keep the community
involved for such a gixxJ cause,” said Abby Rtxlman. CEO of the event.
F ree food will be provided for those in atten
dance. Spectators can also participate in raffles,
music and games.
“(Wilson) did great things, and we are trying

to keep his name within GVSU by providing the
students an opportunity to play flag football while
also raising money for a good cause," Rodman,
said. “Because the money is going to a good cause
and for someone who did great things for GVSU
for many years, now it is our turn to bring some
thing to F>. Oliver Wilson and his family.”
For more information, email the GV Sport
Leadership Club at sportldr<a>maiI .gvsu edu.

samokl@ lanthorn jcom
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AKER LIFE
HENRIETTA LACKS'AUTHOR
TO SPEAK DOWNTOWN

Celebration to remind GV:
si se puede!'

March to commemorate
Chavez's fight for equal rights

Rebecca Skloot, author of the 2011
Community Reading Project selection "The
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks,” will give
a presentation at 7 p.m. on Monday at the
Fountain Street Church in Grand Rapids.
A book signing will follow the discussion,
and doors open to the event at 6 pjn.
The event, sponsored by The Brooks
College of Interdisciplinary Studies, the
Zumberge Library and the University
Bookstore, is free and open to the public.
“The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks”
is Skloot’s first book, and the work of
nonfiction took her 10 years to research and
write. However, after publication, the book
soared instantly to the best-seller’s list.
Skloot’s book tells audiences about the
women behind the famous HeLa cell line,
which helped researchers develop the polio
vaccine and led to advances in cloning and
gene mapping. However, Henrietta Lacks
did not necessary grant permission for her
cells to be used for research, and despite the
cells widespread use in scientific fields, her
family does not profit. They cannot afford
health insurance. “The Immortal Life of
Henrietta Lacks raises ethical questions in
the genetic research performed on the HeLa
cells.”
No tickets arc required for the event, and
no seating will be reserved.

By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

rape pesticides were causing birth
defects,sterility,still births,miscarriages
and cancer, and Cesar Chavez had
something to say about it.
A silent march in honor of Cesar Chavez
will begin at noon on Thursday at the entrance
to Zumberge Library. Participants will walk in
silence as they reflect on how the life of Chavez
influenced the rest of history.
“It shows students’ solidarity in terms of
community - the idea of marching together,
hand-in-hand,” said Danny Ha, organizer for
the Cesar Chavez Celebration and program
coordinator for the Office of Multicultural
Affairs. “We show a united front. We’re not
going to back down, but we’re not going to use
a physical means to do it.”
A lecture will take place following the silent
march, starting at about I p.m., in the Grand
River Room of Kirkhof Center.
Juan R. Buriel, associate professor of English
at the College of Canyons in Valencia, Calif.,
will give a presentation, “What Do We Do With
This History Now?” Buriel will discuss how
Chavez’s spirit of non-violence propelled the
civil rights and labor movements.
“He will teach students the method to
question and use nonviolent tactics to make
change and fight for equality,” Ha said.
A reception will follow the keynote address.
Ultimately, Ha wants students to walk home
with one main message from the Cesar E.
Chavez Celebration.
“No matter what age, you can make an
impact on your fellow peers,” he said. “The
only obstacles in the way are people’s own
excuses.”
However, many students do not know about
the life and work of Chavez simply because he
lived during the previous generation, Ha said.
“They didn't get to see him directly,” he said.
“It’s more typical to connect w ith leaders of the
time, and it’s more difficult to connect with
leaders of the past. But it’s important to know
that leaders of the past have made impacts that
we are benefitting from today.”
Ha said students want to know more, they
just need the resources, which will be available
through the Cesar E. Chavez Celebration.
For example, the keynote address will show
students the history Chavez has created, then
ask how they can carry on his legacy.
Cesar Chavez’s life for the social cause began
when he met Fred Ross, who recruited Chavez

G
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Once social change begins,
it cannot be reversed.
...You cannot oppress the
people who are not afraid
anymore/7
-Cesar Chavez
GVL Archive
Marching in memory: Students and faculty march in silence during a past Cesar Chavez Celebration. The annual
event will recognize Chavez's work in the civil rights and labor rights movements in the 1960s and 1970s.

to the Community Service Organization. The
two formed 22 CSOs throughout California
to help Latinos obtain citizenship and register
to vote. In 1962, he formed the National Farm
Workers Association, and in 1965, he helped
start the five-year Delano Grape Strike.
The following year, Chavez and a small
group of strikers marched to Sacramento, where
they reached an agreement with the growers the first union contract between growers and
farm workers in U.S. history.*
In 1968, Chavez rededicated the movement
to nonviolence by fasting for 25 days, and
Senator Robert F. Kennedy also participated.
“He was so insistent on using nonviolent

tactics to fight for equal rights for everyone,”
Ha said. “It’s important that GVSU joins in the
same community fighting for equal rights in
terms of race, religion, creed, color - everything
that comes into play.”
However, when Chavez encouraged a
boycott of lettuce in 1970, he was put in jail.
But in 1975, Gov. Jerry Brown of California
passed the Agricultural Labor Relations Act,
which allowed California farm workers to
organize and bargain with their employers.
Chavez continued to fast and encourage
boycotts of grapes, lettuce and other vegetables
until his death on April 23, 1993.
Ha said Mahatma Gandhi and Dr. Martin

Luther king Jr. inspired Cesar Chavez, and
Chavez once gave a speech based on the lessons
of King.
“Once social change begins, it cannot be
reversed,” Chavez said in “Lessons of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.” “You cannot uneducate
the person who has learned to read. You cannot
humiliate the person who feels pride. And you
cannot oppress the people who are not afraid
anymore.
“In our life and death struggle for justice,
we have turned to the court of last resort: the
American people. And the people are ruling in
our favor.”

lakerlife @ lanthorn .com

Student enthusiasm for communications studies sparks new group
By Marcus J. Reynolds
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Dylan Graham
Communication is key: GVSU students hold a conversation. A new group on campus, the Life Students of Communication,
explores the study and promotion of different communication forms. The LSC meets Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in Lake Superior Hall.

//

I really
enjoyed my
COM 295 course
and wanted
to continue
learning about
communications
theories...
-Friedrike Habel
Marketing director

This semester, 11 communication studies
students have taken the initiative to form a
new student organization named Life Students
of Communication (LSC).
The group meets in at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursdays in Rcx>m 174 of Lake Superior
Hall, but the location will likely change.
The group’s founding officers include
president Adam Burl, vice president Tanner
Presswood, secretary Friedrike Habel,
marketing director Christopher Moore and
financing officer Catherine Fancher.
Burl got the idea for the club when he
realized there was no environment outside
of the classroom in which students could
ally with each other. The club now strives
to study, promote and practice all forms of
communication in an active and responsible
manner.
“LSC provides a unique opportunity
for students to get together and talk about
communication in academic, professional,
practical ways,” Burl said. “If students join
this semester, they can place this club on their
resume and be able to say that they were a part
of the founding group that helped establish an
amazing environment in which students can
network with each other in a face-to-face
way.”
In a short period of t ime, the group has made
strides in becoming a viable organization.
“Our short-term goals are gaining new
members and establishing responsibilities
for general members,” Burl said. “Our long
term goals are to put on programming for the

campus that will show light on communicative
issues and bring in speakers to get people fired
up about communication.”
They have been approved as a student
organization by the Office of Student Life.
Professor of communications Robert
Swieringa is one of 25 faculty who endorsed
the organization.
“I think it’s a good way for students
to connect with one another outside the
classrooms,” Swieringa said. “The group
should be able to get to the point where
they run small events that advertise the
club’s usefulness and provide a reason for
them to get together and critique aspects of
communication.”
Corey Anton, communications professor,
serves as the group’s adviser.
Anton
appreciates the group’s willingness to serve
and create an environment it wants here on
campus.
“Student groups are important on campus,”
he said. “We want to encourage people who
have vision and know how to implement
them.”
Anton’s role will be very limited and will
meet with the group as needed, but students
who are equally interested in communications
theories are encouraged to join.
“I really enjoyed my COM 295 course
and wanted to continue learning about
communications theories after the class with
students who were equally interested,” Habel
said. “This semester, we are mainly trying to
create what and who we are and are figuring
out a good way to work.”

mreynolds@ lanthorn xom
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PROCEEDS BENEFITING

IVCl & CENTEB FOB WOMEN IN 7006
EYES WIOE OPEN | SIGMA KAPPA | SIGMA PHI EPSILON

FASHION SHOW

March 31.2011
4:30-6:00 pm
Cook- DeWitt Center

) Complimentary Professional Clothing
) Attire for Hire Fashion Show
) Timeless Tips from Various Retailers

Prlzas & Complimentary
lessertl

Sponsored by: GVSU Seidman College of Business, GVSU Women's Center.
Delta Sigma Pi Professional Fraternity. GVSU HTM Class, GVSU Career Services
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----------------------------- WOMEN'S LACROSSE ------------------

Warriors, weather non-factors as

LAKERS ROLL
GVSU improves to 5- 7 with 22-5 win over Wayne State
By Derek Wolff
GVL Assistant Sports Editor

CUNNINGHAM

MEN’S GOLF

CUNNINGHAM
NAMED GOLFER
OF THE WEEK
Grand Valley State University
freshman
Chris
Cunningham
earned GLIAC men's golfer of the
week honors last Wednesday after
helping the team to a fourth-place
finish at the Northern Kentucky
University Spring Classic.
Cunningham was just one of
five players who finished under
par, after he shot a one-under 143
on the weekend.
As a team, the Lakers shot a 597,
which was 21 strokes over par and
good enough to tie host Northern
Kentucky for fourth.
‘
The men's team was off this
weekend but will return to action
this Saturday at the Great Lakes
Region Invitation in Georgetown, Ky.

Despite freezing conditions and Wayne State
University arriving 45 minutes late, the Grand
Valley State University women’s lacrosse team
fought the elements - and the Warriors - en route
to an easy 22-5 home win.
The 22-goal performance was the Lakers’ high
est scoring output of the season, eclipsing the 15goal mark they set in a 15-13 win over Davenport
University on March 18. The Lakers improved
to 5-1 on the season, with their only loss coming
against rival Aquinas College in a 19-6 defeat on
Feb. 26.
Freshman attacker Jodie Parker, junior mid
fielder Alex Davis, junior captain Susan Hoddinott
and junior defender Keegan Warner led the way
offensively for the Lakers, each scoring multiple
times. The Leakers opened up the scoring with
three straight goals before Wayne State got on the
board.
GVSU finished the first half with a 9-2 run
capped by late goals from sophomore midfielders
Brrx)ke Shelton and Michelle Gagliardi to enter

halftime up 12-3.
“Our transition game was working really well
today,” Shelton said. “We were setting up plays
nicely on offense.”
The second half saw the leaker offense domi
nate possession on their way to another ten goals
while only yielding two to Wayne State.
“It went really well today and there were a lot
of players who don’t normally get a lot of playing
time who got a lot today,” Shelton said. “They did
really well for us and scored a lot for our team.”
Despite the weather, GVSU players were en
thusiastic and loud throughout the game and had
good reason to be, after posting a new season high
with 22 goals.
“We’ve been meshing a lot better as a team so
that’s really been benefitting us,” Hoddinott said.
“It all came together pretty well today.”
While the lacrosse team has had success this
year at the club level, no women from the team
will be making the switch to the varsity squad in
2012, as the sport will become GVSU’s 18th var
sity program.
The fact that GVSU head coach to-be Alicia
Groveston would not be bringing in anyone from
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ULTIMATE BRACKET

the club team and will only recruit players from
high school didn't faze the team.
“We’re here just for the love of the sport,”
Shelton said.
The Lakers only have another five games re
maining in their regular season and will hope
to make it to the Women’s Collegiate Lacrosse
League (WCLL) playoffs.
The team is confident after quality wins against
a pair of varsity squads this season, Davis said.
“We did a great job against Davenport, who we
were afraid of last year,” she said. “It’s great that
we beat them, as well as Olivet, another varsity
team.”
The team will begin a two-game road trip start
ing with Hope College tomorrow at 7 p.m. and will
take on Calvin College at 5:30 p.m. on Thursday.
Despite the optimism and confidence that
comes with Saturday’s drubbing of Wayne State,
the team will get back to work in practice and fo
cus on the next game.
“We know there are still things we have to con
tinue to work on,’’ Davis said. “We know it pays
off.” a L....... ................. ^
dwolffQkmthom .con
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DOWN TO SWEET 16
The top seeds are rolling in the
Grand Valley State University's
1 "Ultimate Bracket", as all four No. 1
seeds are still alive. The bracket is
a sort of NCAA Tournament-style
poll searching to name the greatest
Laker athletes, coaches, and teams,
16 teams remain, and just one
seed lower than seven remains, as
the No. 12 seed, Kansas City Chiefs
cornerback and former Laker
Brandon Carr, is up against No. 1
seed Jamie Hosford.
The other No. 1 seeds are the
2010 women's soccer team, the
2002 football team, and former
track and field star Mandi Zemba.
Fans can vote online for their
selections at www.gvsulakers.com/
ot/ultimatebracket.html

GVL / Eric Coulter
Season best: Junior Alex Davis walks down the field during Friday’s game against Wayne State. The Lakers destroyed the Warriors 22-5, their highest-scoring game of the season.

----------------------------------- SOFTBALL ------------------------------------------------

Lakers win 5 of 6 to open GLIAC season
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Senior Reporter

SOFTBALL
1. Wayne State (2-0,12-10)
2. GVSU (5-1,19-4)

3. Tiffin (5-1,14-7)
4. Ashland (5-1,13-9)

5. Northwood (3-1,9-7)
6. Hillsdale (4-2, 7-12)

7. Saginaw Valley (2-2,15-8)
8. Ferris State (3-3,6-12)

9. Findlay (2-4,13-7)
lO.Ohio Dominican (1-5,6-18)

BASEBALL
1. GVSU (4-0,15-2)

2. Wayne State (4-0,12-4)
3. Ashland (2-1,11-5)
4. Hillsdale (2-1,6-11)

5. Ohio Dominican (2-2, 5-9)
6. Tiffin (2-2,5-13

7. Northwood (1-2,6-5
8. Saginaw Valley (1-2, 5-9)
9. Lake Erie (0-4, 7-7)
10. Findlay (0-4, 2-11-1)

Not every win is going to come pretty, but for
the streaking Grand Valley State University softball
team, they sure are coming often.
The leakers (19-3, 5-1 GLIAC), who brought a
9-game winning streak into Saturday’s play, contin
ued their strong play by taking five of six games from
Ohio Dominican University (5-16, 0-3 GLIAC),
Ashland University (10-9, 2-1 GLIAC) and Lake
Erie College (5-13,0-6 GLIAC) this weekend.
Paced by their GLIAC-leading 7.71 runs per
game, the Lakers used 13 hits - including four from
freshman first baseman Tonya Calkins - to roll by
Ohio Dominican on Friday, 12-7. Calkins’ big game
proved to be important as sophomore designated
player Katie Martin failed to record an RBI in a
game for the first time since March 11.
Calkins paced the Lakers with four RBI, includ
ing her third home mn of the season.
“It’s very important to keep the (offensive) con
sistency up,” Martin said. “We're always striving to
get ahead early in the game, and we just have to keep
going until we get a hold of it in the game.”
Game two proved tougher for GVSU as Ohio
Dominican got to sophomore pitcher Hannah Santora, scoring six runs (five earned) in the first five
innings. While she struggled at the plate, the play of
Martin, who pitched 12 shutout innings in relief of
Santora, put the leakers in position for their 7-6 win
and improved the sophomore’s record on the year to
5-1.
“I think (Martin) did a good job pitching today,
but maybe ran out of gas towards the end,” said
GVSU head coach Doug Woods. “Up to that point

GVL Archive
Opening weekend: Junior Becky Gill throws a pitch during
a past game. The Lakers began their GLIAC season Friday.
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It takes more than one
person to win a game/7
-Miranda Cleary
Freshman third baseman
in the game, she had done very well pitching and hit
ting.”
GVSU used eight runs in the final four innings
to take game one against Ashland on Saturday by a

score of 8-6. Still feeling for their comfort level, the
sister duo of Brittany and Briauna Taylor combined
to go 3-for-5 with three RBI for the Lakers while
Calkins continued her strong play by going 1 -for-3
with two RBI.
“It takes more than one person to win a game,”
said Miranda Cleary, freshman third baseman.
“When Katie is on, it’s a big contribution, but when
everyone else is on it’s also a good way to generate
runs.”
GVSU rolled into game two against Ashland with
an 11-game winning streak when their luck finally
ended. The Lakers fell to the Eagles 6-5.
The Lakers had a 5-0 lead after five innings of
play, but gave up six runs in the final two innings, in
cluding allowing five in the top of the seventh, when
three outs would have helped complete a weekend
sweep. GVSU could not convert with the bases
loaded and two outs in the bottom of the seventh,
dropping their record to 17-4. However, the team got
back into the win column on Sunday after the sweep
of Lake Erie.
Katie Martin busted out of her mini-slump in the
loss,smacking two home runs while also pitching 6.1
innings of 3-run ball. Cleary also added to the cause
with a 3-run home run. her sixth of the season.
“We're looking for some consistency from our
pitchers, and so far they’ve been fortunate that our
offense has carried us,” said Woods. “We’ve used the
three starting pitchers this season, but I’d really like
to see one step up and dominate.”
GVSU bounced back on Sunday with a pair of
wins over Lake Erie, 11-6 and 5-4. The team will
return to action Saturday and Sunday in a four-game
set against Northwood. The series will be the first
home games of the season for the Lakers.

hfredericksen @ Umthom jcom
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------------------------------------ MEN'S TENNIS----------------------------------

Lakers net three more wins to extend streak
both of his two sets against Tiffin. “We still have
a long season to go, but this is a fantastic start for
GW. Staff Writer
us.”
Freshman Andrew Darrell said the team gains
The Grand Valley Slate University men’s ten both physical and mental advantages by playing
nis team continued to cross names off its confer on consecutive days.
ence hit list this past weekend by taking out both
“There’s a lot of consecutive matches, but it’s
the University of Findlay and Tiffin University on nice because you get into a rhythm,” he said. “You
its way to an undefeated start in the GLIAC.
get into a groove where your strokes are really go
The team also defeated Davenport University ing gtxxl for you so it kind of helps just build mo
8- 1 to pick up three wins in two days. The results mentum.”
of Sunday’s match against Ferris State University
Although getting used to playing multiple
were not available at press time.
games over a short time will help the team pre
On Saturday, the leakers ended the day with a pare for the upcoming GLIAC tournament, senior
9- 0 thrashing of Tiffin that left the Lakers feeling Philipp Claus said playing back-to-back can be
confident going into the rest of the season.
tough for those players on the team dealing with
Senior Josh Kazdan said the team is getting a knee and shoulder problems.
chance to see how they measure up against some
“When you have four matches in two days,
of the better teams in the GLIAC conference an you definitely feel the pain the next day,” Claus
upcoming match against Northwood University, said.
one of the conference’s strongest teams.
Even with the fatigue and stresses from playing
‘it’s great that we were able to come together without very much rest between games, Kazdan
as a team when we need to, just to the start of con said the team is doing what needs to be done and
ference matches,” said Kazdan, who won 6-0 in that each player is taking care of their position.
By Jon Adamy

“I think everyone is holding up pretty well,”
Kazdan said. “We are all well conditioned in our
own right, we’re coming back each match, and
we’re holding up strong right now.”
The team will need to be well conditioned
when they face the remainder of their conference
opponents during another marathon stretch. The
leakers play four matches on the road over the
course of six days beginning Friday with Lake
Erie College followed by Old Dominican Univer
sity, Wayne State University and Northwood.
Claus said the team is coming together well
with the start of conference matches. He noted the
increase in intensity against GLIAC competition,
especially against teams that have beaten the Lak
ers in the past.
“You play them every year so you see the same
people and you develop this rivalry, and you just
don’t want to lose against conference, you real
ly don’t,” Claus said. “They’re so close to your
school, you remember the match from last year,
and especially if you lost the year before you defi
nitely want to come out and get a win.”

jadamy@ lanthorn xom

GVL Archive / Andrew Milts
Teams got served: Senior Philipp Claus jumps in the air
to return the ball in a past match. The men, undefeated in
the GLIACs, steamrolled Findlay and Tiffin this weekend.

DODGEBALL

Comeback propels dodgeball team past SVSU
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor

It has been an up-and-down year for the Grand Valley State
University men’s dodgeball team against its biggest rival, but the
Lakers got the last laugh on Saturday against Saginaw Valley State
University
GVSU beat Saginaw Valley 3-1 over the weekend, taking down
the Cardinals despite losing the first point of the match.
“We were worried, because we know how tough a 2-0 deficit
can be,” said senior Greg Trippiedi. “We were able to tie it up by
halftime, but if they had been able to hold out and taken us to half
down one to nothing, it would’ve been a completely different game
and we might have lost. We knew if we didn't win that next point, it
would’ve been big trouble.”
‘ The match was the first for the Lakers since a 3-0 loss to Central
Michigan University on Feb. 27. The Lakers were a bit rusty to start,
but the team got back in the game after the first point.
“I think it’s helped that we’ve lost a couple games and lost a
couple points to team, so we don’t let losing a single point get in our
way,” said senior team captain Jimmy Stokes. “To begin the game
they played a style we weren’t expecting them to play, and it threw
us off balance, so we had to reorganize a little bit, which the team
did perfectly.”
After losing to Saginaw Valley earlier in the year, the Lakers
have now bested their cross-state rivals in two straight. It was Se

nior Night in University Center, Mich., and the leakers were glad to
play spoiler.
“The 3-0 loss in November was probably a low point for our
program, at least as long as I've been around,” Trippiedi said. “To
go on the road and beat them in the last home game for a lot of their
players definitely made it sweeter.”
Stokes said it was GVSU’s approach that made the difference
between the loss in November and the win on Saturday.
“For the entirety of the season, we’ve had this style of play where
we just wing it and run around and try and get as many people out
as possible,” Stokes said. “But (Saturday) we had an actual game
plan, so everyone knew what was going to happen and we were all
on the same page.”
This was the third time the teams had squared off this season,
with GVSU winning 2-1 in February after the 3-0 loss back in the
fall. Junior Dan Lesley said it helped that the team had already
played the Cardinals two times heading in to Saturday’s match.
“We learned from what we did wrong the first couple of games
and tried to improve upon that and not make the same mistakes,”
he said. “But this time we played as a team and communicated ef
fectively.”
The Cardinals and Lakers are rivals not only because that’s the
nature of all GVSU-SVSU match-ups, but also due to some tense
moments in past games. The teams have even gotten in the middle
of a shouting match on court in the past, arguing over whether or not
a player was out. Stokes said Saturday’s game did not follow suit.
“It was an extremely honest game,” he said. “I don’t think we’ve

GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson
Comeback kids: Senior Brennan Hunt aims at his next target in a past practice.

had that honest of a game with Saginaw Valley ever. It was a real
classy game, so it made the win fun and felt well-deserved because
there wasn’t any cheating going on.”
Next up for the Lakers will be the national tournament in Bowl
ing Green, Ky. The two-day tournament starts on April 9.

sports@ lanthorn jcom

Spring classes start May 9. Summer classes start June 29.
Pick up some extra credits, or stay one step ahead of the competition. Enrolling in Spring/Summer classes at Wayne State
University as a guest student is the perfect way to do both. Enrollment is quick and-easy. With five convenient locations in
Macomb, Oakland and Wayne counties and hundreds of courses to choose from, Spring/Summer is a smart way to get ahead.
Visit summer.wayne.edu to apply as a guest student.
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Announcements
Seniors Graduating in April.
Don’t forget to order gradua
tion announcements and a
diploma frame. Signature An
nouncements has a package
starting from $32.99. Order

today

at

www.SignatureA.com or call
888-830-8305
Get ahead this summer. Take
spring/summer classes at
Wayne State University. Five
convenient locations in Ma
comb, Oakland & Wayne
Counties. For more informa
tion visit summer.vvayne.edu
to apply as a quest student.

Lanthorn Ad Designer Posi
tions available beginning
Summer & Fall 2011. Experi
ence needed on Mac, Pho
toshop, and illustrator. Apply
today in the Lanthorn office
0051
Kirkhof.
Call
616-331-2484 or email advertising@lanthorn.com with
questions. Underclassmen
preferred.
Lanthorn Advertising Sales
Representative Positions
available beginning Fall 2011.
Can be used as an intern
ship. Real life experience
with clients and good pay.
Apply now at The Lanthorn
office 0051 Kirkhof Center.
Call 616-331-2484 or email
advertising@lanthorn.com
with questions. Underclass
men preferred.
College Pro is now hiring
painters all across the state
to work outdoors with other
students. Earn $3k-$5k. Ad
vancement opportunities.
1-888-277-9787
or
www.collgepro.com

The Lanthorn is hiring for
Distribution. Paid position,
apply today at the Lanthorn
Office, 0051 Kirkhof Center.
616-331-2460.

Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
& Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511

The Lanthorn is hiring Layout
Designers. Paid position,
apply today at the Lanthorn
Office, 0051 Kirkhof Center.
616-331-2460.

Lofts 45 offers 1 & 2 bed
room lofts with 1 to 12 month
lease terms. We are formerly
known as Heritage Towne
Square. 6101 Lake Michigan
Drive. 616-895-2500

Work on Mackinac Island.
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas this summer:
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen,
Baristas. Housing, bonus,
and discounted meals. (906)
847-7196. www.theislandhouse.com

King Crossword
ACROSS

1 Ballyhoo
5 Astronaut
Grissom
8 On the
rocks
12 Wander
13 Suitable
14 Protuber
ance
15 Something
unexpect
ed
17 Forum
wear
18 Charged
bit
19 “Pop Goes
the —”
21 Whiskers
24 Relative
standing
25 Capri or
Wight
26 Land
boundary
finder
30 Sheep’s call
31 Impaired by
age and
dampness
32 Past
33 Smith and
Jones, e.g.
35 Worry
36 Census
statistics
37 Arouses
boredom
38 Incite to
action
41 Tavern
42 Hawaiian

New digs at Loft 45. 1&2
bedroom lofts. 10-12 month
lease terms. Find yourself
here! www.heritagetownesquare.com.
616-895-2500
48 West is now leasing for
Fall 2011. Rates start as low
a $395 per month. There is
variety with 1, 2 and 4 bed
room units. 616-895-2400
www.48west.com
Opportunities

Entertainment
GV Car Show! April 9th from
2pm-6pm. GVSU Allendale
Campus Lot H. Proceed to
benefit Companions in Cour
age. Free attendance but do
nations are encouraged.
Roommates
Subleaser needed for August
2011- July 2012. 48 West.
Style A apartment. Rent
$420/month.
4
bedrooms/private bath
rooms. For more information
email langi@mail.gvsu.edu
Wanted: Sub-leaser for 4
bedroom Townhouse in Cop
per Beech. My roommate
and I would both like to sub
lease. For more information
contact
pawsonb@mail.gvsu.edu

Want a law degree from an
affordabe and accedited
univeristy? Wayne State Uni
versity Law School in Detroit
leads the way as a best
Value Law School and with
the most alumni in Michi
gan’s Super Lawyers and
Rising Star Rankings. Apply
at law.wayne.edu or call
313-577-3937

Look for Sudoku
answers online at
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Want GVSU news now? The
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit
our website, Facebook, You
Tube, or Twitter for the latest
GVSU campus and sports
news, www.lanthorn.com

The Lanthorn is hiring an
A&E Writer. Paid position,
apply today at the Lanthorn
Office, 0051 Kirkhof Center.
616-331-2460
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STRANGE BUT TRUE
By Samantha Weaver

The Lanthorn is Currently

HirinG
(2011/2012)

«

-Advertising
Representatives
-Graphic/Layout
Designers
All POSITIONS ARE PAID, Part-Time.
Can be used as Internships

Apply todav in the Unthorn OfFke
9 LOWER KIRKHOF ROOM 0051

(all: 0IQ 331-24W

tot advertising elanthom.com

-A&E Writer
-Web Team
('j

•
It
was
American
educator Laurence J. Peter
who made the following sage
observation: "An economist
is an expert who will know
tomorrow why the things he
predicted yesterday didn’t
happen today.” Incidentally,
he also came up with what’s
known as the Peter Principle:
“In
a
hierarchy, every
employee tends to rise to his
level of incompetence.”
• Ever wonder why it’s
called the silver screen? In
the early days of the cinema
industry.
the
projection
screens
were
embedded
with real silver to enhance
the reflective nature of the
surface.
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• Greyhounds have better
eyesight than any other breed
of dog.
• Worried about grocery
prices going up? How’s this
for a pricey egg: In 2007,
a Faberge egg was sold at
auction for nearly $16.5
million. Good thing the ones
used in your omelets aren’t
encrusted with jewels.
• Those who study such
things say that Americans
drink
more
carbonated
beverages every year than
coffee, tea, sports drinks and
juice combined.
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Thought for the Day;
‘‘First there is a time when
we believe everything, then
for a little while we believe
with discrimination, then we
believe nothing whatever, and
then we believe everything
again — and, moreover, give
reasons why we believe.” -Georg Christoph Lichtenberg

Weekly SUDOKU
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***

• The plant formally
known as titan arum produces
the largest cluster of flowers
in the world, sometimes
reaching more than 10 feet
in height. What’s perhaps
even more notable, though,
is its odor: The plant gives
off a strong smell that is most
often compared to that of a
decomposing animal. Hence

• A legislator in the
Louisiana
State
House
of
Representatives
once

1__N_

the plant’s more common
name, the corpse flower.

introduced a bill that would
make it illegal to charge a
bald man more than 25 cents
for a haircut.
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * * ★
★ Moderate * ★ Challenging
★ * ★ HOO BOY!
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STUDENT SENATE

> x

CT

All Zimmer (Senior, Major Business Economics)

C hristopher J. Murphy (Junior, Major international Rela

Plfttform: I work m Grand Valley

Grand Valley Mens Rugby Club. Fredcnk Meyer Honors College

tions Minor History)

State University's Administration Office I have been an
active member on Student Senate for the past three vears Throughout my career on Senate I
versed on the Public Relations Committee and as the current Executive Vice President 1 have
had the opportunity to plan and Chair Presidents Ball for the last two yean Since turning
Student Senate, I hav e w itnessed (he growth and development of the organization and I hase
high aspirations that I will be able to facilitate additional changes in the year to come Ms
ultimate misson on Student Senate is to promote student inv olv ement and interest on campus

Platform:

Dum* my first two yctin at Grand Valiev I fdt as though being pan of the
campus comnuauty was not nacesaarv I was enjoy mg being a studau and member of OVSU
Rugby and an no need to get mute involved However m> experiences with manu% far the
US Stole Department ui Vfatuig^on DC this pan setnener changed every dung While working
there. I aw how crucal a is lo get involved rvx only with school work and qmmng ev erts, but
alao at a member of the cummunnv Diving that time. I lobbied on Captiol Hill for ponce m the
Middle East, sal in and listened to Congressional heanngs and teamed about different cultures
The leoens I have teamed from this experience arc ones that I know con benefit Grand Valley as
a whole I hope to bm% new orvanizatiuns to the school and press for more inicmthipopportuni
ties My cxpcncnces have helped shape me into a person who firm Iv believes lhai I can help my
campus commrauly
and I would greatly appreciate the eppurtuntty to do so

\ lyssa M. Try bus (Senior. Major Hospitality and Tourism Manage
ment, Business)*

Platform:
I

am

also

David J. Pacini (Senior, Major Accounting and Finance)

I am current) an internal Clear Channel Radio m the event* and promotions department
a

member

of

Profess* rad

Convention

Ntanagcmcra

Association

Sigma Pi. Omicron Deha kappa University Judicial Board

iPCMA)

Platform:

The 21*11-2012 acadcmK year will be m> thin) term on ScuJcm Senate if I am re- elected For the past two
years. I have wotted on the Campus Affairs committee n well as the Presidents Ball and Battle of the
\frlky s subcommittees 1 have worked on a range of projects over these lams including University Lender-

My Name is Dave Pacini and I am eurrentk a junior double majoring in accounting

stup Rouid TaMc tULRT) on-campus housmg complaints and changes, as well as vinous issues oosccro-

and finance For the past three yean I have served on the Student Senate Finance
Committee and Campus Affairs Comm wee I would like to continue to serve the

tngCampus Dming I am running far a posiuon on Student Scnasc this vcar with a goal ot unproving 2012
Battle of the Vkileyx It n not a aocitt that OVSU has not done that well in the past but I hope to change

student body and work lo improve the funding process I am currently a member of

that

Sigma

I ora itnlb

looking forward to serving another vear on the GVSU Student Body1

Pi

Fraternity

and

work

m

the

Office

of

Student

Life

Asia VI. C layton (Junior. Major Information Systems)
GVSU Hitter Department Student Worker National Society of Black Engineers You Beautiful Black
Wfctnan Socictv of Vfameni Engineers
f

Platform:A position on

Danielle L. Meirow (Junior, Major Biomedical Sciences
Minor: Women and Gender Studies)

Student Senate requires you to DO SOMETHING and not just

Student Senate 2010-2011 Sigma Alpha Lambda Student Ambassadors Honors Community
Council

talk about whal needs to be done It would require me to communicate effectively with a
vanety of people to understand how Grand Valiev Slate IJmversiiv can better fit their lifestyle
and become a place where we would be proud lo pay whatever it costs lo better prepare for our

Platform:

future As nocogmaed by Grand Valiev, students all over are going to struggle to maintain a

prov ide information lo ensure the proper spending of the Student Life Fund I will

If elected to the Finance Committee. I will make it my duty to

sustainable lifesty le in institutions of higher education Hovvev er. w ith Grand Valley 's staff and

also promote the responsible uses and expenditures of each registered student organi

student represen tat iv es such as the Student Senate they have made decisions which will lessen

zation budget by chairing a group of delegates that make up a Campus Life Council

this financial strain

In addition. I will be in charge of submitting a finalized budget of my Campus Life

I would be exerted to represent the Student Senate in the Committee of

Financial Affairs I ant looking forward to collaborating with Student Life at Grand Valley to

Board, if I am elected I encourage you lo vote for me. so that I may play a part in

understand how funds should be allocated while maintaining a budget which satisfies the

improving

entire

student

population

and

the

staff

which

works

collaborativelv

with

our

campus

during

this

next

school

war

them

Dawson H. Barnes (Freshman, Major AdveitLSing and Public

Austin Calloway (Sophomore. Major Political Science)

Relations)

Student sonic educational affair and Appropriations Committees. IraramuraJ Bateeiball and Football

Classic Fare Catering. Transitions and Delia Sigma Phi Fraternity

Platform: To help Grand Valley continue improving all aspects of the
collegiate educational experience

Platform

: Running for a position for Student Senate is a very prestigious oppor
tune for a student at Grand Valley I have decieded to run due to the fact that I want
to help out with important decisions that are made for bettering our campus I plan on
bemg a part of Ihe Public Relations Committee which acts as the Iumoii between
Senate and the student body Being PR for the S A D D chapter back m high school,
bemg current PR chair for Delta Sigma Phi and Public Relations being my major
shows that I am committed to the PR field and betng involved in student organiza
tions

I plan on establishing ihe best possible relationship with the student body,

faculty, staff and administration by informaig all of them of upcoming evenfe and
promoting Student Senate's goals and mission Specifically I plan on getting Senate's

Bradley M. Mesdier (Sentor.Major Secondary Education - Math
ematics Secondary Education - l>svchology)

name out lo the student body by showing how much Senate really does for this
campus and maintaining a positive attitude tow«ds Senate as a whole Betng on

“
'
*“
‘ *“
ur)Studenti Senmed
Sigma Pi Fraternity International
(Social
Chair)!
Senate fDweratv Committee Senator

Senate » a great honor, thank you for considering me as a future Grand Valley

Platform: I am naming for Student Senate because I want to play a bigger part on campus I wantte

Senate member

be able to have a ay on utw is gotng on that could effcei the student body I'm alio untappv with the
amount ofdivenifv throughout campus and I want to help change it so that everyone it well integrated and
informed of others beliefs, culture, way of thinking, etc fmcrarenih working on potential!) getting a wash
nation m the praying nation far Muslims and hopefutty want a installed by the new year

Derek Moretz (Sophomore. Major: Economics, Minor
Sociology, Political Science)
Platform:

Hi Everyone' My name is Derek Moretz and I'm currently a lira vear
senator on the Campus Affairs Committee and on the Appropriations Cotnnuttoc of the
GVSU Student Senate I am alao a member of (be GVSU chapter of Amnesty I memauonal
» wed as Alternative Breaks I'm ao passionate about helping our state and nation, as well
as empowering our generation to be strong, rational leaders m the challenging times we
face Next year. I hepe to ccrainue my work with improving services and facilmeioffered
to the student body In workup on this goal, one of the more v oual projects l'»t worked
on was getting USA Today newspapers on campus for students and faculty Alao. I
crarcmh help represent die student interest to the Michigan Legislature through my

Brennen Gorman (Senior, Major Political Science7 Professional
Writing, Criminal Justice)
Snteeru Senate. Theta Ch r raterm tv. Appropriations Board. Olaku No Arame. Facility Planning

Platform:

My name IS Brennen Gorman and at the end of this semester I will be going into

my thud year at Grand Valley I live and breathe for Grand Valley I wake up every morning at

position on ihe Legislative Research Committee of the Student AsaociaureiofMictugon
In using a pragmatic, muiu-discipltrurv approach to analyzing legislation and its effects on
students I help advise the aasocauon’s lobby mg efforts With your support, and your vote.
I can continue my work in furthering ora micresu with ora administration and with ova
state government and advocate for our collective success Go Lakers'

6 30 and head off to campus until 10 30 nearty every day I immerse in everything I do. which
is considerable in the organizations I am active in I try lo be hands on leader m every thmg I
do I have served on the Student Senate for two years now working for the betterment of all
students si Grand Valley I plan on continuing my work either on the Political Affairs Committee or the Finance Committee in this upcoming yea I feel that my activity across campus
makes me a diverse candidate who can best sene his campus The Grand Valley campus aid
administration is grow ing exponential and it is our job as Senators to keep the students up to

Dustin .1. Pawloski (Sophomore, Major: Health communica

date with ev en thing that is changing

tions. pre-med)
Votumera for si anthonv i vocation bihlc school a member of pre-SOMA, a pre doctor of
ostcopathc medicine club cmpinyedatMcgctasapharmacv technician

Platform:

I am an average student I esqov ndmg mv bike, getting out of my
last class on Friday, and when I'm studying. I rend to get distracted by Facebook

Bryct R. Carlton (Junior, Major English Oassics, Minor: Writing)
Alpha Sigma Phi FraenMy. Gaauca Society. Intranuaral Volley bad

These seemtngh average traits are exactly what I want to bring to the Student
Senate I want to represent a student that falls asleep m class for whatever reason,
or does poorly on a hard exam I can’t promise anything I can say. however, that if

Platform:

I am navury for Student Senate to entire that the audera body maintains i voice in the
Uravenutv i policies Throt^h these times of economic struggle Education tt toeing less support, and
loowng finding from the government As is such. I believe (hat the Student Senile needs to be acme m

you

have

anvthing

you

want

brought

up

in

a

meeting

just

let

me

know paw loskd amail gvsu edu

then un oh onent with am charts that this University takes, and do any dung possible lo kocp turnon, and
all academe expenses, as cheap sspussible Although thrabodv cannot descrmiiK how expensive attending
this school wilt be. I believe that with active mv oheraera and a strong voice ii can cnsrac the Univ truly'%
policies arc made with the student's interest in mind I bchcvcihai with a strong Student Senate ihe student
body will be given a voice that will best represent them and I believe that I can actively work toward dm
endeavor is e Student Senator

Dustin Pawloski

Gregory S. King (Junior, Mator Supply Chain Management
and Distnnution Minor Logistics)
Student Senate Sigma Ftu Epsilon Habitat for Humanity Barnes and Noble - Rivennwn Mall
GVSU Admissions

( ale> A. Faulkner (Freshman. Physical Education-Professional

A
in

Platform

: If elected to Student Senate. I will oemnue to wort, vo represent the student
votoe My name is ljuren l^xy and I am currently a sophomore double maionng in Market
ing and Ho^stelny and Tourarn Management As the Vice President of Public Relations this
post vear. I worked diligently to open new lines of commumcauon between the studenu.
student senators and facility I also implemented a new program called Leant to Lead with.
Student Senate lo teach nudenu new and effective ways lo be a leader on campus m any
organization and Bring a Friend to Senate Dav to leach (When marc about stud era senate and
ways to get involved Mv dedication to this body is unconditional and I am passionate to
oorainuc mv work for the students if re-elected

Instruction. School Health Education)'
Varutv athlete on the Grand Valley Stale University Traci and Field Team

Platform:

Aa a hedanan at GVSU I didn’t really know how k> gel involved with things around
campus I didnT know whal the president s boll wss. what homecoming week consisted of. or even what
Mcsjcr madness was I ahvavs found my seif lonkatg lo upperebsmen lo cvplam whal these things were
where to go and when If I was elected lo Student Senate I would make it my yob to make nac students arc
informed I woted reach oul to raidcTciasamcn that are m dial same position! wss my frnhman v or In high
school I was a mcrnbsr of both ctaas council and student council ill frua years We organized school spirit
day s. dances and participated at huge chanty rents every month This was something I cipoyed being pan
of and all have a passion for I hope that vou choose to elect me to Student Senate so I can bring this to
Grand Valiev

Hannah C. Webb (Junior, Major Biomedical Sciences
Minor Political Science)

Chelsea Marshall (Junior. Mathematics-leachmg. Biology Teaching)

Law Society of GVSU. Campus Mi maty. Grand Wlcy Student Senate

ftppmrfs Sports Gnd Homes*

Platform:

If rtxfacicd u a Senator I will work to moke sure the voices of the Grand
community arc heard I will be committed to ensure that Sainton are doing the* pan lo
■cm nun aawdlM help cncoraagc the greater commijmtv to do the* purl in crmaing that
Grand Valley eoramucs on a bright path towanls the futrae In light of the recent budget ana, I

Platform:

Mv Application i»< omptesc ForGVSU Senate Body I DoCompetc Again* my Oppo
nents, I Plan to Defeat Accomplishing the Goals I Set Out to Me«
Goals of Comment) To Expand

»

School Unrty Provided the Opportunity A Dnv*-a» Movie Mtemld Sure be Groovy A Pumpkin Caving
( ompetswn. Vfoted be a Fiat Campus Tradition Nations] Honor Society md Student Coraicil Provide my

am committed to ath nearing to keep turnon cows low I f eteciod 10 Student Senate I will put forth
much effort toward the projects ass^ned to me Seeking out ideas for protects and oommrawy
tor com pus i events throx^h the thoughts and desires ofmv reflow Grind Valiev peers will be

leadardtsp Foundation Void Conpia Life u my Ideation. Even More solo Attain Donation. Of Tana and
Matenats lo Better Serve Our Local Population Pm deped I Wbutd Fed to Lead m Thu Campia Orgamraurei One Vbe* Can Go a Long Vfrv

brought to the table I believe that in order to have a finctiona) audent senate, mvchtmera from
the greater oommuratv n eacraml and I will be devoted to getting students issues heard

So VOTE for Me TOOAY1 And Soon Yov/R Sac How Evening

G VSU Can Be

C hristine L I hiele (Junior, Major Marketing. Economics)
Student Senate Ffolmcal A(Tars (ora mater NRHH Altcndak Townteup Repreamattvt Big Rredtan Big
Sisters (Jthohc Campus Mimsvx

Jacob S. Eckholm (Senior. Ma|or Political Science)
Fuwncial Officer of GVSU Goman Club

Platform:

A* i member of the Mmcal Affairs Committee on Student Senate for foe part Iwu yeas.
I have become ■ very acme member on dm oanpta and waiun die Allendale cammautv If reeketod to
Student Senate 1 plan on eunwaang tee nrutv formed retetwndMp with Jerry Ateema aid Allendale Tcwvwdqp I hefwvc that f a iraponux lo form a Mooontotp wsh the enmnumm you work and laarn witnn and
das yaar dot ha been my special project I would also id* to hndgt die gap between Grand Ropuls and
Mandate mekatetra* that even student no matter what c*y dwy Isva m. hat die knowledge abora «v««
being beW a GVSU and ha die opponents to have her voices beard I have also been an important part
of ow Lanung letter wntnyg campaign and would bke to achedidr more topa to Lanamg to pun for teghrr
educate* futemg acron the board and foi Grand Vdley specdieallv if redacted in Student Senate IwiR
be
an
active
voice
an
caraptn
and
withm
mv

(

Platform:

As a politicalh active and acodetnicaily successful student, it will be
my goal to further improv e the outstanding student experience at GVSU i will do this
by effectivelv and enthusiastic alh representing the student bodv in the Senate
whether it be financial Mutes, academic endeavors or recreational activities This is
ail part of whal makes us proud lo be a Laker, and I would be honored to have a past
in m tei mg it all happan

I

I
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Election Week
March 27th - April 2nd
^ To vote go to:

^

v.gtjm .ed u /s tu de n rsr n ate/ Wff© r-i nde x. hr m

Kyle W. I AXWtr (Senior, Major Management Information
Systems. Business Economics Applied Statistics, Minor:Sociology)

James J. Manser (Junioi, Major international Relations
Minor: Middle bast Studies)
Member of Student Saute for two yean Choreographer ofGV GrooVe co-ed acapclla group Member of
the Model Arab League 2011

Platform:

Hello e\ erv one M\ name is J J Manser and I have ser\ ed on the Grand Valiev
Suae Universitv Student Senate lor the past two years 1 am currently the Vice President of
Dismitv Affairs As the Vice President of Div erxitv Affairs I have fought for the rights of all
students attending Grand Valles State Uimersits Under ms leadership the Diversity Affairs
committee has worked on a plethora of projects that aim to create a more inclusive and richer
experience for all students These projects include hdpmu *> coordinate the Martin l.uther
King Jr week long celebration creation of a calendar of religious holidass for faculty of the
university support and work on the vagina monologues, creation of a resolution to condemn
bulls ing against the LGBT members of our community creation of a resolution in support of
gender neutral housing, as well as work to tighten up the response to sexual assault on campus
T would encourage anv one who would like to see (irand Valiev State Universitv become a
safer, and more cniovabte place for anyone to please re-elect me JJ Manser, on Thursday
March 24th' Thank you so much' All the best. JJ Manser

Enterprise Systems Student Union and Student Senate

Pin t for m

: I wain u> be a member of Student Senate so I can be aon c n unprov mg GVSU.
makmg it the beat Universitv poaaibic for all current and future student* Accordingly I warn to
help ensure GVSU if fair to and hears the concerns of. all students Every audent i voice drould
hove the opportunity to be heard I goal I have 8 to reduce or eliminate Housing v new 50%
cancellation foe pokey

Logan Brenk (Junior. Major Biomedical Sciences Minor
Women and Gender)
Sigma Pi Fralemitv

Platform:

I am working to the betterment of the Grand Valley Stale

commumtv and wish to be reelected Id continue this goal

James K. Poners (Senior Major BMS)
Sigma Hu Epsilon. Student Sena to Education Affairs (amimitcc

Lindsay R. Viviano (Sophomore, Major Political Science

Platform:

Ms name is James Powers and I am a transfer student from Ferns State Univer
sity where I served on Student Government for two years as a senator I resellth joined

Minor Spanish)

Student Senate Intramural Volley ball

Student Senate at GVSU and have been sen ing on the Educational Affairs Committee for the

Platform:Although

past semester The reason I am stnv ing for re-election is to incorporate some of m> previous

since Januarv 2011,1 have absolutely loved being a part of it I would like to be a

student government experience-' into the Senate both at GVSU One of which it to include a

senator next vear because I now fed comfortable and confident with the senate

member of each student organization as a Representative on our universitv s ruling both to aid

process and how this academic bods works If I am elected to be a member next year.

in the decisions making process With mv past experiences sen ing on Student Gov eminent

I would use the knowledge I have acquired this semester to be more activeh involved

and the Interfratemal Council at Ferns State Univeratv I believe I can serve our student bodv

I have onh been a part of Grand Valiev's Student Senate

in events throughout the Umv ersity I hav e a strong desire to be a pan of mote events
concerning div ersity. and would like to find more methods in publicizing such events
so more students who mas not normallv attend, will attend In order to do so. I plan
on going to more campus-wide events, meetings, and presentations to bring in new

James P. Gallagher (Senior. Minor Political Science)

information to the Senate With this information. I believe Senate could host more

■deals for
for Concealed
Concealed Carr)
t ai on ("ampas Statical Scnatr Friucation.il
Delta llpulnn Fraternity Marines
Affain Cammitlm ■

widely attended cultural events which I believe is important for educating fellow

Platform: Hello. I am James Gallagher I like to cook, plav guitar, and watch movies I

importantly though. I hope to he a representative for mv pens m workmg towards

also love meeting new people I am a senior political science major I’m from Farmington

students about their peers and the situations and difficulties thev nav face
their

goals

and

concerns

for

the

Most

University

Michigan I am currently involved in Della Upsilon Fralemitv. Students for Concealed Cam
on C ampus «ul Student Senate As a senior, this sear will be mv last to positively affect the
comm units that I have been proud to call home for three years now I would like to leave
Grand Valiev having been a part of an organization that is so active in campus affairs Student

Marissa Kobe (Sophomore. Major English Minor: Advertis
ing and Public Relations)

Senate brings together all kinds of people from different backgrounds and it is through this
involvement that I have learned a great amount I currently sit on the Educational Affatrs Com

Platform:

mittee and it is.has been an amazing experience I would like to connnue mv work on Student

Presently. I'm waiting for a response regarding employment for a
position as a Writing Consultant I also participate in mam WHOJR community

Senate and remain a positive influence on not only Senate, but the people around me as well

events I have had previous experience in groups similar to Student Senate In high
school. I was a member of Student Council, and in senior year I was part of We The
People, which is a ( onstitulional-oriented group that dissects and applies the Consti
tution to today s society I also took AP U S Government and Politics and AP Com
parative Government and Politics

If I was able lo get into Student Senate. I would

Jannessa Silcock (Junior, Major: Advert sing and Public Relations

like to be pan of either the Public Relations Committee or the Political Affain Com

Minor: Psychology )

mittee I would be interested in hearing the student body s opinion on current events
and their concerns regarding their experiences at Grand Valley State Universitv A

Alpha Oirocron Pi Soiunty

personal interest of mine is edihng the three-meal-a-day limit enforced upon us. as

Platform:

As a proud member of the student community here at Grand Valiev. I hope to
help with the communication between the Student Senate and all facets of this campus With

this is most inconvenient whenevcr guests v isit I would also Me the roles regarding
parking more av mlablc to students as parking tickets have been a problem for many

m> major being Advertising and Public Relations. I feel that I could do an excellent job to

My highest priority is addressing the w ants aid needs of the student bodv Essentially,

ensure that the w ants and needs of the student bodv. campus staff, and the Senate are properly

we are Grand Valiev Slate University therefore, concerns of the students should be of

conveyed to each other In the past. I know that I personalis have not been aware of the goings

paramount importance to the Student Senate, who should be liaisons between

on of the Student Senate and hope to rectify that by being an active member I also plan to

students and administration

promote ideas, events, and opportunities av ailable to students through Student Senate I have
*

great enthusiasm for this campus and would be proud to has e the opportunity to represent the

*
l,p.

average student at GVSU as a Student Senator

Matthew J. Severson (Sophomore, Major Pre-Business)
Kappa Sigma. Ski and Snowboard Team

Jennifer E. Illadv (Freshman. Major: Secondary Education Social
Studies Minor Political Science)
Student Senate Volunteer hi the Menial Health Foundation

Platform

: I am nnung for a position on Student Senate because I want to make wc dial all voices
arc beard Sometimes students feel Ike thev can't have an opinion, or the> can't share ihctr thoughts or
ideas I wart to make nac that even one’s optnwns and thought! are heard and represented This year on
Student Senotr I have accomplished with mv committee the setting up of a legal referral» stem to be a
resource for students I have also attended a Student Association of Michigan conference wuh others lo
make sure lhai Grand Valiev has it's voioc heard If I am elected to Student Senate next year. I would like
to help students with voter registration ! would also hie to help students with becoming aware of the
political issues in ota world today I will ronuwc to make sure that the opinions and ideas of the students
are
listened
to
and
taken
into
account
Thank
you
for
your
time

John P. lott (Senior Major: General Business Minor Political Sci
ence)

Platform: i.

Man Severson, am running for Student Senate because I believe that I have
the abilities to help and keep GVSU one of the best colleges m the country 1 am also naming for
Student Senate because 1 want to get more involved in campus life and meet new people I was
Class President mv senior year of high school and Vioc President the year before that I have
been a Student Leader lor mv church in Kalamazoo Ml and have led mem ben of my chvich cn
mission trips I hove leadership abilities and I know and love lo work wnh many different types
ponpic and con get along with anyone

Mavra I. Sanchez (Junior. Major Psychology
Minor Sociology )
Member of Modnomcrs Member of Phi kappa Pi
2nOH-2UI<v I served as the executive
v ice-preadcra of the Bern XiXi chapter ofihe Phi Theta kappa Manorial Honor Society jnrK
20I0> Member of the Students International Club at Muskegon Community College 2010-1 was
named to the All-Michigan Academic Team 2<<»-prerau-1 volunteer with an organization
called Youth for Understanding < YFUk where I currently serve as a "student representative " for
three exchange students m a public high retool 2011- member of the Phi kappa Phi Honor
Societ'
2011-member of Mcdrunncrs ( a recent established GVSU student organization)

GVSU Track and Field. Student Senate
Platform: Hello my fnereis I am rurewv for a postion on Grand Wllev's Student Senate and would
greatly appreciate your support I have raved as a Senator for a year now and greatly enpoy ed the opportiaiiuci and challenges the position brought lo me The Student Senate 8 a great organization that 1 would like
to serve on ogam and represent the student body's opinions If re-doctod. I would tme to ensure that my
peers have a lair soy mow lauvmity's diplomatic and political processes dial have a significant unpact on
them

Judd A. \ lictstra (Senior, Major Psychology Minor Sociology)
Student Senate

Platform:

One diould not have the nght to complain about dungs that one does not tr> to
address or cliangc I have decided to run for a position on (he Student Senate, not onh because I
enjoy try mg new thmgs. but also because I feel that bang involved outside of the classroom is
very important far one’s personal growth Thres^hcu the years. I have learned that it ■ not
enough to dream, if one docs not hove the courage lo light for those dreams
Asa snider* senator. I would like lo represent the imrcprcraMed There is not much diversity in
(he student body of this institution therefore. I feel that the Undent senate is the nght place lo
raise the awareness of other minorities and to bring their v oiccs to light I would abo hie to
increase the involvement of students outside of the classrooms as welt, as to represent any of
their concerns In the post vears. not even a quarter of the total student bodv has participated m the
elections, and for me this means that either 11) student do not even know of the exigence of the
organization, or (2) students are not aware of tow this organization affects their hfc at GVSU.
therefore, ihcy do not take the nme to vole For this reason. 1 fed that boosting the awareness of
what Student Senate has to offer 8 very important to achieve a fair representation of the roods and
concerns
of
all
the
students
at
GVSU

Platform:

Hello everyone, my name it Judd Vlieutra and I would be honored by your vote for a
position cm ow Student Senate For the 2011-2012 academic year I will he a senior oompkxmgim Psychol
ogy major and Sociology minor who it looking forward to graduate school These post two semesters have
been a great expenenoe for me and I bcliev e I have teamed a tremendous amount about fellow students, our
campus, professors and current issues circulating the urns cram Now that I have been a pan of all that
Grand VUley has lo offal feel the need tosiav involved m ihe most beneficial way l sec parable, to be pan
of the Student Senate In order lo do this however. I need to count an yow votes' I have served an Senate
for the put year and belcve I can continue working for the benefit of undents I am juit vow base transfer
and commuting auriem who woks very hand and warts lo make a difference I wart the chance to help
footer the growth, preatge and chorees to ow university that make us a renowned educational spotlight
Thank you all for yow lane'

Kathleen Carlson (Junior, Major Health Professions Minor Spanish)
Sigma Kappa Sorontv

Pre-Ptw uoan Assistant Club

Campus Dining I j Tcnulu i Spanish Club)

Platform

: I am notung for a position on the Student Senate m order to bring a new but experienced
voice to the panel At a Class President tiroughou high school. I quickly became both experienced in and
comfortable with public speaking, gragi organization, and planning of large events I organized and look
pan m numerous everts such as Pep Rallies and donees. JWdeipuff football, and Prom Dwing my two
vewi at a member of the Greek Community here at GVSU. I have continued my role as a lender As a
freshman. I muncduaclv look an ■ position within my sorontv Sigma kappa, where I coordinated nwncrous
campus-wide everts such u Baltic of the Valiev Girts, while also work mg with other Greek organizations
on campus when organizing Greek Wock and Horn acorn mg activities for ray chapter I fed at though 1 wiH
be on asset to the Student Senate Panel because I know Grand Valley campus life. 1 take pan nialmosi every
event I can and I am extroverted. fnendiv and organized I will hnr^ a new outlook and voice lo the panel
while also comnbuimg vears of experience and knowledge about campus life and GVSU as a whole

Kirsten E. Clemans (Junior. Major Mathematics for Secondary
Education Minor Chemistry)

Michael P. Harwood ((Junior, Major Secondary EducationBiology Minor Secondary Education- Health Education)
Student Senate Alternative Breaks Campus Mintar
Plff t form: Onthe struct* of Peru a where l found mv calling.» help pccplc Ai that time.
1 was pan of a feedit>t that was taking place r Lana Peru I was on a siamner mission tnp there
to IxuId houses food the poor, and rent Since then. I have returned to Peru for s second tnp.
went to Argentina. New Orleans, and various places withm this country to serve and help people
lam in the process of hcoommgs high retool biolcyjv teacher I love kids and I love the opportu
nity teachers have on a duly ham lo irapue children I fed that when I become a teacher I will
mold children ran great young adults who can benefit dussoctcrv cm a global level Moot of all.
I want kids to be inspired to five a life that makes them hoppv and itosc around diem hippy as
ud) I hove one year under my belt on Student Senate and would love the opportiauty to serve on
llws bodv j^atn

Natalie Cleary (Senior, Major Political Science Minor Crimi
nal Justice)
Platform: I am currently icrv ing as Vice Hcmdem of Public Relations During mv time cm
Senate I have worked on numerous protects including Presidents Ball Student Senate electrons
and the I.M I active tones If re-ekcicd to Senate I tope to continue woika* on protects and
programme dial enrich Grand Valiev and campus life I wan all rtudenu to have (he best
experience ai Grand Valiev possible

Alternative Break«Stic Leader. Vhnnus "Service Duyaarowid Grand Rapids. Tutored ai Alger MS.

Zachary (• raft (Junior. Major Bachelor of Music)

Muskegon HS. and Job Co»p* Plan to tutor at Union HS. Honors College. Campw 'MiHnrss Services S/3
Rncrbwik Rim Training Participant

Preside*. Gmc Mime Club Youdi Acre dies Coordinator. Lighfoouae Christian Fellowship
GVSU Orchestra Astuvurn GVSU Symptom Orchestra

Platform:

Platform:

Time al GVSU lasts about four vears. but m that small amount of time, vve are supposed lo
figure out what in the world we are going to do for the rest of our In es Grand Valiev is a place
to help us m this discovers process but sometimes we become stuck in our own little bubble,
concerned about completing class work and finding something exciting to do on the weekend
We need to break out of the memotom and min the real world We must make our presence
known m (irand Rapids We care Life is mote than wearing Ugg boots and creeping on Facebook My gotd tn student senate is to introduce GVSU students to the Grand Rapids commu
nity There are a vanetv of non-profit ora am rations in Grand Rapids such as ( omprenew. Job
Corpt, and Gvnduig Light Mission These organizations supply technology recvclmg services,
job training and food for the homeless Volunteering with them wilt provide irreplaceable
experiences lo Help answer the question

what the hell an I doing with mv

Me0'

As i run time Bachelor of Muuc mayor here a GVSU. I recognize
that there is a dearth of performing animators
i whether thev be music iheatre or daroe t activeh
invoked in cam pm wide aettv uies. large b due to
then bu»v schedules Thu means that as a whole Ihe
performing arts marra are rather unrepresented in
cam pin affain and lack a voice for what is a
significant grraq>of«udenii If elrciod »the
student senate l Zatharx Graff would he ihai voioe
In addition to brmgirgj better representation to the
cultural heart of our campus at a senator I would
sock «voral other changes to campus life and
policy makirv
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Nick (lirimont (Senior. Major Political Science
Minor C riminal Justice)

Spencer A. Masiewicz (Junior. Major Biomedical Sciences
Minor Spanish and Chemistry)

Itnotvcmcn Student Scrotr an the DAOPRC comraittcc* and BOTV/Pncs Bail subcommittee* an

Alpha Sigma Ptu Fratcnwy Microbiology Chib Tutor- GVSU employed Pre-Mod ( M>

tenth: 1 am alto the VPoTLaw Sociery

College* Again* Cancer

Pin t form! I became a senator earlier ihu sear and it hti been nothing riion of a rewarding experience

Through my career here at Grand Valley have participated m numer
ous student organizations that have added an immeasurable amount to my under

Platform:

M> tunc began on the Diversth Affairs Committee when we worled toward creating a mom wcfcoming
cm uunmcni Tor all ai Grand Vtiley What I real h enjoyed during m> wne an the comminoc Has ora active
involvement mwutlmg toward improva* the Grand villey sexual assault polio and a ■ something I hope

I

graduate career through all of my experiences I have become to understand bow
important executive commmees and their decisions are. especially one's that effect jha

to continue working on The passing of the LGBT resolution was another great unde tahen by all of renutc
to dww ota support m oqual treatment for all My time this > ear on senate haa also been greni taking pan
tn the Battle oT the Valley ■ subcommittee and the President s Ball subcommittee V* are looking forward to
grealh anprov mg ora results next vear for Battle of the VWlcy sand uc can hope to reecat the success ol' the
President s Ball again 1 am new to the Public Relations Committee and very much look forward to the
progress I can make on that committee m the tunc ahead What I cannot press enough however is my
passKKi to be involved and to make a difference i truly want nothing more than dure my welcoming
personal in with ever one and bo continue dwplav n% great leadership qualities for the students I represent

entire student both

I believe that (he experience from having served on the executive

and prudential board for my fraternity w ill benefit me if I am to be elected, as I under
stand that many issues and decisions that I encountered m dial organization mv similar
to the issues that the Student Senate faces and is asked to resolve A mam goal and
difficult task for this upcoming years’ senate will be to deal with the 22% state budget
cutback on higher level education, re-budgeting should prove to be interesting as I am
sure that this effect the senate

Another main goal will be to improve awareness of

on-campus organizations and how they can better students, part of that goal is making
the student bodv (primarily incoming freshmen) aware of such organizations, which

Nick J. R)dcr (Senior, Major

Hospitality and Tourism Management Minor
Business and Non Profit Administration)

includes the Student Senate itself I believe that experience, motivation, and aware
ness will help me to be an effective member of the upcoming Student Senate Thank

Student Senate Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity freshman and Transfer Orientation Adnuiurtnnan Office

you

Employee
Platform: As a junior at GVSU I have served on Student Senate all three vean

for

taking

the

time

to

read

this

statement

Starting

also worked on the Battle of the Valley s subcommittee and chaired the Presidents' Ball 2010

Spencer D. Richardson (Sophomore. Major International
Relations Minor: French)

Subcommittee This past vear I have had the honor of being The Vice President of the CAC on

kappa Sigma Fratemuy. Running Club. Campus Dining- Frah Food Co

with ray freshman vear I have continued to work on the Campus .Affairs Committee

I have

Senate working on numerous projects ranging from Campus Dating to Off Campus housing
I also serve on the executive board of m> Fraternity Delta Sigma Pfu

Platform: I am running for a position on the Student Senate because I wish to

M> campus involve

become more involved in campus life and would be an effective member to student

ment includes the two above and also bolding two pan time jobs in the Administration and
Admissions offices of GVSU

government Positions I've held that have provided me with experience include Trea

I believe that I am a good candidate for Senate because 1 have

the experience leadership and passion for the organization

surer of Abnena Happy Helpers 4-H (2007-200* k VP of the Alpena Immanuel Youth

I hope to get re-elected so I can

Board (200S-2009). President of the Alpena Immanuel Youth Board (2000-2010). «vd

continue the great work that Senate is alreadv doing! I wish everyone luck, and would just like

Public Relations Chav of the Kappa Sigma Colony at Grand Valley (2010- present)
Other activities that have also helped develop my leadership skills have been my

to give a shout out to last year s senate, and most importantly my CAC committee

mission work in Orange WaJk. Belize and my participation in the Southern Michigan

M

Ambassadors of usk in the summer of 2007 If elected I hope to help brmg posmve
changes to the Grand Valiev commumtv and promote critical thinking through student
governance

Paul Bealafeld (Senior, Miyor Business Economics Minor Marketing)
Sigma Pi Fraternity Phi Chi Theta Profetsonal Business Fraternity

Simonne Norman (Senior, Major Political Science Minor
Public Relations and Advertising)

Platform:

I am running far the 2011-2012 Student Senate I am currently a junior and
excel when it comes to leadership Since mv freshman vear, I have been involved with a
number of student oruamzations including Residence Housing Association. Laker Village
Community Council. CRU, Sigma Pi Fraternity International. Phi Chi Theta Business Frater
nity, Student Senate Appropriations Committee, and have previously served on the Student
Senate Finance Committee last semester I feel that I would once again be an asset to the
Finance Committee based upon my previous experiences If elected to the Finance Commit
tee. I will bring my previous knowledge and experiences with the Finance Committee and
make it my duty to prov ule information to ensure the proper spending of the Student Life
Fund i will also promote the responsible uses and expenditures of each registered student
anizatton budget bv chwring a group of delegates that make up Campus Life Council In
itton. I vv ill be in charge of submitting a finalized budget of my Campus Life Board, if I am

Panhelleiuc Council Ptu S*gma Sigma Soronty Student Senate Student Organization Rev iew
Board Law Society

Platform

: The students who sen c on Student Senate speak on behalf of the GVSU student
body As a dedicated member of Student Senate for 2 years. I understand ffiat responsibility and
lake u seriously TheottN way Grand Valley will be able to change for ihe better a if the student*
uke a nance on important topics such as uirtxm macaws and general education rcxjurremenis I
have served on the Finance Committee for the post 2 years and I have come to learn thsi the
student on dm campus no matter what orgaimuom they me sport of or speak on behalf of. are
the poopic that make thirds happen on that campus When I chair the lundnyg board for the
Performing Am Cornell a becomes apparent that through the vinous events sponsored by the
RSO*. students auiomaiicalh change the dy namic of student hfc and ihcumvcnstv k would be

a

dectod I encourage you to vote for me. so that I mav plav a part in improving our campus
during
this
next
school
year
Thanks
and
have
a
great
day'

ray

honor and duty w ennunue to puth for these change* if I were lobe elected as a vudera senator
for my 3rd and final year

Tendo Lukwago (Sophomore, Major Psychology)

Rachel O. Shinsky (Junior, MajorCImical Exercise Science)
IVXi /eta Sanity Vnhntecr at Rmiald Vlcflnnald Finalv Rnmn

OVST Tract OKI ridd

Platform:

As a student who has been mvolved with student government since
the ninth grade. I understand tha holding the position of Student Senator would place

Platform:

My name is Rachel Shinsky I am a junior originally from Niles. Ml I am a

member of the Deha Leu Soronty and an active volunteer at the Ronald McDonald Family
Room of Michiana I am a hard working student and an active member of the communities tn

me in a role that senes the Grand Valley population and doesn't run it With that
being sad. I would make it my mission to enhance our collegiate experience by

which I live I have a deep love of Grand Valley and I wait to ensure that our University
continues to be the best rt can be

uniting the student body—from oonsenative to liberal, wealthy to poor, white to

lam running for a position on Student Senate because I am

black, and international to domestic—because I strongh believe tha our experience*

a very service oriented person I am alway s willing to dedicate my time and energy to the com

a Grand Valley should be those tha broaden our knowledge, in addition to those tha

munities I am a part of. specifically Grand Valley Stale University I want to assist the Univer

diversify our views on the people tha make up America. Moreover, by Ukmg the

sity m achiev ing goab that ae a benefit to the student body as well as the University aid

position of an elected student representative, implementing fresh ideas tha encour

surrounding community as a whole It as a difficult but achiev able task to be able to function

age student awareness and. tn turn, promote student involvement, would be marked

utharmonv with the students, uni v eratv and community but m doing so d can greatly improve
ail of them

as a high pnontv

By being a member of the Student Senate I want to accomplish several things

because w ith me as Senator, ev ery decision made over the course of next y ear w ill be

body, a all times maintaining high expectaions ui the seach for positive solutions Secondly.
I

will

be

open

to

all

kinds

of ideas

and

am

willing

to

uke

on

I want. agan. to stress lha electing me. Tendo Lukwago. to the

position of Student Senator, is sy nony mous with electing the student population

Firstly. I want to be progressive with ideas and procedures that are of concern to the student

an echo of each and ev ery student

challenges

Raymond Ackerman (Sophomore. Major: Biomedical Sciences)

Trevor Tcnbrink (Junior, Major Political Science

Platform: My goal for Student Senate is join a motiv ated group of people to brmg positive

Student Senate. Grand Rzgnd* Young Life Vbtraaccr Intramural*

Minor: Economics)

change to this campus .As a fraternity man and active member of this community I know I

Platform:

have Grand Valley 's best interests at heart

After serving as a member of Student Senate. I am dedicated to
continuing the w ork in order to achieve what the students of Grand Valley rightfully
deserve This includes the rightful funding, deserved respect from the administration,
and quality organized campus activities GVSU is one of the finest public universities
in Michigan but we receive some of the lowest funding from the state The students
are the voice of the university and together we can fight for the same funding that
other universities receive It is also the duty of Student Senate to build meaningful
relationships with the administration, while relay mg to them the needs of the student

Ricardo L. Benavidez ( Junior, Major History. Public and Non-

body Together, both the administration and students cai come together and continue

Profit Administration Minor Women arid Gender Studies)

to strive for excellence at GVSU.

Laker Mrathmg Band Kappa Kappa Pn. Uravcruh Band. Alternative Breaks

Platform

:Through my yean here at Grand Valley I have found a home in a few organiza
tions These organizations include, the marching band, university band, alternant e breaks and.

Ty S. Currie (Freshman, Major Undecided)

most importanth. Kappa Kappa Psi The Student Senate plays a major rote in all Student

Pfrviical Therapy Censer

kappa Sigma Fraternity. PALS indent mentoring program. Pre-Mcd Club. Aide it Advanced

Organizations on campus Ixttmgmy v oice aid the voices of mv peers be heard by the Student

Platform :i

Senate and the student bodv as a whole is the onH way for the University to truh know the
wants and needs of these organizations I fed (hat I am adequately suited with what it takes to

am running for a student senate position to further expand my leader
ship skills and better the University of Grand Valley State I know with the continuing

help these voices be heard Furthermore, die Student Senate helps GVSU student’s voices be

growth of Grand Valley some students may dunk that sav becomes less and leas I

heard at more than the University level The Student Senate sends petitions and letters to our

will try and be the "voice* of the students and prevent this from happening Because

Representatives letting them know what then constituents want Getting our voices heard on a

if you're enrolled here vou have certain rights and I believe this is one of them My

broader level ts a goal of mme that the Student Senate would be able to greatly aid me in.

social skills will be put to excellent use if I am elected I am well experienced in com
municating through being in the PALS mentormg program, becoming a founding
father of the Kappa Sigma fraternity, as well as being an Aide at Advanced Physical
Therapy Center in my hometown Vote for me and your voice will be heard

Samantha S. Conrad (Sophomore. Major International Business
Minor French and Middle Fast Studies)

Vincent A. Panozzo (Senior, Major: Political Science, Minor:
French, Environmental Studies)

Sigma Kappa Soronty. Dance Troupe

liicmmunal RcUtssfr < HggniMHui. Wokr MCN Student Favraxmcrtal Gwbuna. Wok* WlOZrcrem
Yap Clnbi Wrak» ZOIO-Ptctcti Xiraww* Six-mIMo*

Plat form: Running

for student senate opens so manv opportunities and so many great
learning experiences I am doing this because I want to feel truly apart of my campus and make

Platform

IAj a nudein of Grand Valley Stale Un»v«r«ny for naarty 3 years.! have noticed
the rdam oh ractunvc environment we are lucky lo have at our frae uuversty However, we
also carry weaknesses and 1 would serve as i fresh voice to sustain the former and improve the
lancr Ftnunuch » needed to improve the Hvea of many Laker Studenta. whoeeh restyle* are ill
infarmed, and therefore, not respoctod While oorehuens have improved, there is much work to
be done for minontv group*, sudi m the Muslim Commurntv. \Abmen and the LGBT commitraw. junto name a few Havuy pern and friend* thn fall mio ail of theae cotcponca. I am aware
of the aware of the weaknesses that ncod addreanyg

a difference in a way that uses my talents and strengthens my weaknesses I hase been oo
senate for one semester alreadv and in that short period of time I feel as though I have grown
so much as a person and w ithin my college community. I started out dealing with finance but
ended up getting a chance to work with political affairs Both were helpful m so manv ways
This past semester, although I could not spend my time on senate. I had the opportunity to be
apart of the appropriations committee This got me mvolvad with tha how the finances at
Grand Valiev are handled This upcoming semester I hope to dedicate my time to finances I
want to take what I have seen the past vear and use it to improve things like the budget and the
on going* of student senate and make things more efficient In bemg apart of this wonderful

William M. Hannay (Junior. Major Biomedical Sciences
Minor Chemistry)
Vb*u Signs* Pin - Vur-peudail <V<k» ><f • knega HoMnrv I cwicrWup < kymnuai threats Signs* Alpbt

group of people I will be able to learn dung* that no classroom could teach me This will
prepare me for what life is going to be like m the long run. and I want to seize every chance I
get to better my self as a student and a person and student senate is toih a great way to do this

Iksarerv Hgnoha
Platform :i an nmmg Tor Student Senate because I believe I have the leadership abilities
lo make a difference through Student Senate Smoe I have came m campu* I decided that I in
to put my tdf m a potmon to change what happen on this campu* After my three yean on
camput being actively involved m icgani/aitom. I have gamed experience that I can directly
apply to Student Senate If I wns chosen lo be an Student Senate. I wodd be a cumpeiera
member that ootdd sppb the view* of the student body, to diet our Umvtrady can progress m
the direction that our students me fit

Stephanie M. Ew art (Sophomore. Major Business Administration
Minor Political Science)
Slra> Kappa a—r*n t in* Giwfc Bmfct parrtr^am Vlfei at ASwratn In** DtBTA alra—l
Platform: Studera Sente repixacnt* « place of ranovteran. improvement, md rracflcct that conunwoust) woifc* m enhance (he Inc* of itudcm aid commuMv man hen iMx h>i place where change n
mi tiated and trademw me earned an through the turd work and detkuoon ai Senate member* I am
socking rtocoon ihm academic v«r r bacon* foe voice of lav fellow peer* and commiauty member*
Behind inch greet organization sand* leaders wall developed member* of merely randy to take the appro
priate mean*** » meet their goab without sacnOcmg die integrity of the atgau/anon Attending over
teveral leadenNp seminar* .md workshops dwtreghora on an ofvtmeM ( h«vt been trained id lad ofpm*
jsiboni end unpkiiun dew end ttrstcgict n an effect* ewm Ifdected I wilt be werkrag toward* focuarag on pnhucal a (Tarn withm die cam pus A* • former State Some intern I have learned political affair*
me man about what* ben far dv oonteitucnt* and tea* about panran It a ray goal to hang heightened
recqpetKra in politics and gMre) event* by plamng program* lad rerakrax to give nugfe to dv global
publics of today I afeo want in brag m Grand Vbley a 'Get out aid Vtate" project dm gram rawegi«imxi
vnian the opportunity to eeuly ragraaron campy* and begin their civic engage™** Serving as * haraon
between Grand VUfev and local fovoranent* I will later to what action* veuderw w*nl bv reaching out»
vanotn cnmraaaue* on cawtput and hearing d«tf though* Ai Grand VUtev oontrna* to grow I warn to
be then every nep of the w*v repreaemrag an Mkm peer* and nvak rag the* aaw men hen a fulfilling
and eonchmg one

Yonathan Y. Mengsteab (Junior, Major Guucal Exercise
Science)

tanpUftot» PtatnMptn Depl krap* Wgras Fraunsiv. afotas tenia* Cereal Movrere*

Satmet Club

Plat form .’The undent senate i* a major pan of student life that many over look and rmlv
take apart of Mam do not tetdentand how much thaw ftuden hie* are affected by the choice*
hex people make ooacarmng different aspect* of campu* bfe If I woe to be elected I would
help chanije du* by expandmg the teuden bodies iraderatandmg of dm reapormbdiw at wel u
raorc involved as a whole U*mg die cxotnence gamed firan besoming iFounda* Father of
kappa Sigma Chapter« Grand Valiev I would awptov the sane tactic’* lo help get the word
ouofwtuflweOTraragto sooranpl iih m wefl mcram* wudnru tmoKemew Thia would be m
rate mnuon through a \anet> of draws* tuch aa ever** gut draw attention m a potrane hgtn
makrag the teuden terms more aceeatebte to teudemt show mg for mdtextual totcet to ba
baardcisarly
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HOUSING GUIDE
Monday, March 28, 2011

Complex adds pool to its many amenities
By Derek Wolff
Assistant Sports Editor

While Campus View Apartments
and Townhouses offers the closest
off-campus housing for Grand
Valley State University students,
there is much more to love than just
its proximity.
If a walk doesn’t suit your needs,
a Rapid 48 bus runs to campus every
7 minutes. If you can’t catch the
Rapid, Campus View has their own
bus, which transports students to
the Kirkhof Center during weekdays
from 7:45 a.m. to noon.
To combat the summer heat, the
complex is adding a brand new pool
complete with a hot tub for tenants
living there for the 2011-12 school
year.
The Off-Kirk, located at the
front of the complex, contains all
the typical college student would
need to satisfy their exercise and
entertainment needs, and more.
Open 24/7 to tenants, the Off-Kirk
contains a full-sized basketball court
with a volleyball net! tanning booths,
an exercise room with several
treadmills and elliptical macines,
a study lounge, a game room with
ping-pong and pool tables and a
movie room with a projector screen
and surround sound.
A big screen TV, complete with
XBOX-Live, will satisfy any gamers,
with a multitude of the latest games
available at the help desk.
While Campus View offers a wide
array of activities within the OffKirk, there are many affordable living
options as well. Studio, one bedroom
and two bedroom apartments are
available, starting at only $285 per
person, per month.
If a townhouse suits your needs
better.Campus View has fi vedifferent
options, ranging from two bedrooms,

GVL / Andrea Baker
Home sweet home: Two students socialize while making dinner in their Campus View apartment.
Campus View offers many leisure activities in the "Off-Kirk,’ including video games and free tanning.

one-and-a-half bathrooms to four
bedrooms, 4-and-a-half bathrooms.
Prices start at just $305 per person
per month, while the popular four
bedroom, two bathroom units start at
$340 per person per month.
Campus
View
provides
its
residents in both the apartments and

Klf y/ POOL f OP SU'Lvi-EP. 20 J J
-JUCJE ILEC CLkI'ILP y/JTJ-J POOL
JALLfS, PJOOPS, PJkJC

townhouses with free high speed
Internet and basic cable, recycling,
access to the Off-Kirk and admission
to the pool.
Most importantly, Campus View
has provided quality housing and
amenities for GVSU students for
over 20 years, representative Lynn

Gardner said.
“It’s family owned and we try
to make it friendly,” Gardner said.
“We’re very attentive tostudent needs
and have been for over 20 years. We
really care about the kids.”
The two-story townhouses come
with the option of being fully
furnished, while a microwave,
refrigerator dishwasher and garbage
disposal
come
standard.
The
bedrooms and bathrooms are spacious
are offer room for comfortable living
space.
Some townhomes offer optional
garages that can be used for summer
storage.
While most other off-campus
apartment complexes are not flexible
in their leasing procedures or
maintenance, Campus View excels
in both.
At other complexes, 12-month
leases are standard, leaving students
to make a tough decision between
paying three to four months rent
to not live there or not go home to
see friends and family at all. But
Campus View offers three-, nineand 12-month leases.
Junior Jay Tepatti was impressed
by both the quick maintenance and
repair work and lease flexibility
this year and has decided to live in
Campus View again next year.
“I like the house setup and they
have good maintenance,” Tepatti
said. “If you need something fixed
they are reliable. I like the backyard
so I can go outside and really like the
nine-month lease as opposed to the
12, so I can go home in the summer.
Plus, it’s nice to be able to walk to
campus or take the bus for the quick
trip.”
For more informat ion on signing up
for a apartment or townhouse today,
visit www.campusviewhousing.com.
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BOLTWOOD APARTMENTS
Pet-friendly apartments offer space, convenience

Do you want to savo SIOO.

GVL Nathan Mehmed

Easy access: Boltwood Apartments (pictured) is located near campus on Lake Michigan Drive. The complex makes its tenants' convenience a priority, extending office hours and allowing them to make payments online

By Molly Waite
GVL Assistant News Editor

Conveniently located less than a mile from Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale campus, Boltwood Apartments offers many of
the features that college students need and want in an apartment. The
spacious rooms, free parking, pet-friendly atmosphere and other features
have made Boltwtxxl Apartments very popular.
Property manager of Boltwood, Emily, said that she believes the
tenants enjoy living in the apartment complex and are very happy, and
that many have already renewed their leases for next year.
Private and shared accommodations are available. All of the facilities
feature full kitchen facilities, free parking for residents and guests, free
high-speed internet and free cable television. Private balconies are
available and select units include a large flat screen television. Boltwood
also offers a roommate matching service.
But one of the best features of the apartments are the large, private
bedrooms.
“The bedrooms are very spacious,” the property manager said. “I
would even say that they’re huge.”
The residents at Boltwood find that there is a large and welcoming
community which includes events at the complex and on the GVSU

Allendale Campus, both a basketball court and volleyball court, and
BBQ areas.
Pet owners are welcome at Boltwood Apartments, Emily said, and
Boltwood has a lower pet deposit than many other apartment complexes
in the area.
She added that Boltwood also provides on-site management and on
site maintenance, exterior lighting, a bus stop at the front of the complex
and on-site Energy Star Rated laundry facilities.
The office hours were recently extended to Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturdays by appointment to better accommodate
the residents, and Boltwood maintains a 24-hour phone line for its tenants
in the event of an emergency, according to the website.
And Boltwood makes paying rent easy and efficient for residents by
allowing tenants to pay their rent by credit or debit card online.
“We want to strongly encourage everyone to pay their rent online,” the
property manager said. “They don’t have to, but it’s just a convenience
factor on their behalf.”
Apartments at Boltwood fill up fast. Emily said that only a few units
are left for the 2011-2012 school year. To sign up for a tour or for more
information about Boltwood Apartments, please call the Boltwood office
at 616-895-5875 or visit www.boltwoodgvsu.com.

assistimtnews@Uinthorn.com

pet

College Student? Recent Grad?
Reserve the perfect apartment for you!
Now leasing for 2012

Amazing Amenities
*
*
*
*
*

High Ceilings
Large Windows
Large Closets
Cable TV
Carports Available

* Modem Kitchen
* Free On-Site Parking
* 24-hour Closed Circuit
Television Surveilance
* Close to Downtown Campus

Chrrk ufonf n www.adffriraflsraNflgpAc.foin oi call off taring office tf wt op tn •ppolltmfnf 616
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MEADOWS

BROOK MEADOW APARTMENTS

CROSSING

Apartments offer a
break from campus
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Senior Reporter

GVL / Nathan Mehmed
Know thy neighbor: Meadows Crossing's communal events and activities
create a communal feeling among residents. These include a pool and spa,
tanning and a computer lab along with businesses such as Brewstir's.

Grand Valley State Uni
versity students looking for an
alternative to the near-campus
apartment complexes need look
no further than Brookmeadow
Apartments for a complex that
is there to serve them.
“We provide a service to the
local community by providing
100 percent functional and aes
thetically-pleasing apartment
homes at a great price ,” said
Greg Smith, Brookmeadow
owner.
The complex is located in a
country setting where tenants
will be able to enjoy nature
with nearby ponds, gardens
and wooded areas.
The distance between the
complex and GVSU is studentfriendly as well, as it is within

Crossing
becomes a
community
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

A combination of active
community
events
and
communal amenities for
residents make Meadows
Crossing a “home away
from home” for many Grand
Valley
State University
students living off-campus.
Meadows
Crossing
features
a
swimming
pool and spa, tanning, a
24/7 fitness center and
recreation room, computer
lab, basketball and volley
ball courts on-site.
Property manager Karen
Bier-Hobbs
said
that
Meadows Crossing offers
and exciting nightlife and
an interactive community
environment while still
maintaining focus on what
matters.
“We realize that students
are at Grand Valley State
University for one reason an education,” Bier-Hobbs
said. “So our goal is to try
and facilitate an atmosphere
that is conducive to the
students’ growth.”
With 18 acres of land
located at the corner of
West Campus drive and
48th
avenue,
Meadows
Crossing is conveniently
located right outside GVSU
gates and features 189 total
units: 179 two and four
bedroom townhouses and
10 apartments designed for
one person in each bedroom
with private bath. Each
bedroom is individually
keyed for privacy.
Meadows
Crossing
provides residents with free
water and sewage. Parking,
high speed Internet and a
deluxe cable T.V. package
are also available along
with fully furnished units,
full-sized washer and dryer
units and vinyl hardwood
floors. Some apartment
styles feature up to three
levels of living space and
walk-out patios.
Depending on the unit,
residents can expect to pay
from $429 to $499 a month,
not including gas, electric
or telephone.
Kitchen
space
for
students come with electric
range/oven, a refrigerator,
dishwasher, microwave and
garbage disposal.
Optional features include
16 living units with single
car garages; 208 covered
and 579 open parking
spaces with easy access to
the Rapids route 48.
"Meadows is definitely
a really fun place to live

15 minutes of both GVSU’s
Allendale and Pew campuses.
Brookmeadow
provides
tenants with heat along with fit
ness club memberships to near
by Endurance Fitness. Adding
to the benefits provided to their
tenants, Brookmeadow also
gives access to individual car
garages and floor-wide laundry
rooms.
“We provide garages, which
is a unique feature to us,” said
Smith. “Here at Brookmeadow,
we also have laundry rooms on
every floor, making it more ac
cessible to the tenant.”
In addition to the laundry
and garages, the complex also
provides an outdoor tennis
court for recreation and on-site
management and maintenance
are available to all.
Apartment layouts range
from one to two bedroom com
plexes, with rent ranging from

GVL / Katie Mitchell ,
Independence: Brookmeadow Apartments (interior pictured) are located in
Grandville, 15 minutes from the Allendale and Pew campuses. The distance is close
enough to be convenient while still separating tenants from the stress of classes.

$544 to $654. The interior fea
tures large kitchens with plen
tiful cabinet space, an electric
range and an energy-saving
dishwasher.
Student interest is also vis
ible here at GVSU. Senior tour
ism management major Will
Frankell cites Brookmeadow’s
amenities as a top reason why
he’s interested in the complex.
“I really like the fact that

they have garages that come
with every apartment,” said f’
Frankell. “1 drive a lot, so hav
ing a garage to keep my car in
would be pretty nice.”
Availability is filling up
fast, and interested parties can
contact Brookmeadow owners
Greg or Jennifer Smith Mon
day through Friday from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. at 61^457-8988.

bfredericksen@Umthom rom

all your friends at
Brookmeadow Apartments...

.

SMMJfljJISMjM

all year around especially
with their new pool and
spa upgrades, weight room
and other things such as
Brewstirs are very nice,”
said Meadows Crossing
resident Michael Stave.
“The people are super nice,
my roomies and I have all
met a lot of new great friends
just living in Meadows.”
Located in the front of
the complex, the Meadows
Crossing
leasing
office
is open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from noon to 5
p.m. Saturday. To contact
Meadows Crossing leasing
office, call 616-892-2700.
Bier-Hobbs
said
she
hopes Meadows Crossing’s
mission statement - “Live.
Learn. Grow.” - transcends
into residents’ life outside
after their time at GVSU
has come to a close.
“We hope that all of our
residents are able to take
back a little something
they’ve
learned
while
they’ve resided at Meadows
Crossing as they begin
their journey in life after
college,” Bier-Hobbs said.

One and Two Oedroom Apartments
Short & Long Term Leases Available
• Free Garage
• Free Heat
• Free Water, Sewer, and
Trash Removal
• Refrigerator, range, and
dishwasher included
• Seperate dining areas
• Endurance Fitness Club
membership included with
lease!
• Co-signers accepted

Directions

44th St

Brookmeadow Apartments
0-143 toofcmeadow M Court

GwcMk.MJ 49418

.

Rivertown Crossings Mall

Located just 15 minutes from Allendale, downtown Grand Rapids or Holland (via 1-96)

Brookmeadow Apartments
Call for Details: (616) 284-4239
HWNiMMCMMnmtRtS.com
Free leasing application with presentation of this ad

news@lanthorn .com
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University Apartments offers close location, country living
"tu

By Rebekah Young

•

The price is
the biggest
selling point.
It's good for
someone who
doesn't want to
spend a lot of
money/'

GVL Staff Writer

ocated a mile
from
campus,
University
Apartments of
fers
spacious
and relaxed duplex housing
that tenants say is easy on
the wallet.
At $245 per occupant per
month, student residents
like Amber Mitch and Ben
Patton say University Apart
ments offers one of the best
deals in the area.
“The price is the biggest
selling point,” said Patton, a
Grand Valley State Univer
sity senior majoring in Eng
lish and biology. “It’s good
for someone who doesn’t
want to spend a lot of mon
ey.”
Another prominent fea
ture is its country setting.
“We’re right in the mid
dle of a cornfield,” said
owner Hank Prins. “We
have backyards, woods and
fields. It’s not housing built
right on top of each other.
It’s unique. It gets you away
from college, but we’re only
a mile from campus. We of
fer more quietness.”
In addition to affordabil
ity and an idyllic setting,
University Apartments of
fers lots of space. Located
on Ridge Street in between
56th and 48th, the company
can rent out rooms to over
60 tenants in its six duplex
es and house.
Each living unit has
about 1,800 square feet of
space. Five of the duplexes
have five bedrooms, while
the sixth can house up to
four occupants. The house
has two bedrooms upstairs
and two bedrooms down
stairs. Prins said there are
currently 52 tenants.
Housing amenities in
clude free parking, free
wireless Internet, water and
server services and 24-hour
maintenance service. Uni
versity Apartments provides
garbage dumpsters, and its
staff take care of outside
maintenance. Prins also al-

•

L

-Ben Patton
Resident

lows pets for $25 extra per
month, per pet. All pets must
pass inspection for size and
medical history.
Unlike other housing
options on and off cam
pus, University Apartments
gives students a break dur
ing the summer. When rent
ing anytime from August to
May, tenants must be able
to fill their unit with room
mates. But during the sum
mer, Prins allows residents
to continue paying the reg
ular, monthly rent without
having to fill all four or five
of the unit’s bedrooms.
Patton, who attended
summer classes at GVSU,
appreciates this offer.
“1 don’t know what I
would have done if that
wasn’t the case,” he said.
“I only had one other room
mate over the summer.”
Mitch, a GVSU nursing
student, has lived at Univer
sity Apartments for almost
one year with three other
students.
“It’s relaxing out here,”
she said. “It’s a cheap price
and a convenient location.
We’re in the middle of a
cornfield. I love it. We can
have bonfires whenever we
want.”

GVL Archive

Country life: University Apartments offer affordable duplex-style housing in a country setting. The apartments, which rent
for $245 per resident per month for 1,800 square feet, also allow pets for an additional $25 per month.

*rates vary depending on unit

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
2 BATH UNITS
4 BEDROOM UNITS
AIR CONDITIONING
PET-FRIENDLY UNITS
(Free bag of food when you register your pet?)

ryoung® lanthom .com

READ

// Get More for Less'//

Located on Rich Street
1 Mile from Allendale Campus

the

Eanthorn

616-742-5110

See us at www.universityapartmentsallendale.com

Npwstanrk
On Newstands

Every Monday
and Thursday

iROYALVISTA

%
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‘655 - *1025

$695 - $755

CALL TODAY 453-9999

CALL TODAY 457-3450

0 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo-style townhomes
• Convenient location to both downtown
and allendale campus

• Immediate freeway access
• Washer/ Dryer and Garage included

• Flexible 6.9.12 month leases

• 2 bedrooom 1200 Sq Ft ranch
townhomes with full basements
garage included
• Conveniently located within
of Allendale Campus
• More information at
'Www.koetjebuilders.com

Also specializing in custom homes & development

7 miles

Do you want to savo $100.
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Apartment alternative
offers residents yards,
independence
By Dan Spadafora
QVL Staff Writer

aft*

When Grand Valley State
University students come to
Allendale Meadows in search of
housing during their school year,
they will not to find apartments
for rent.
Instead, students will find
homes with individual driveways,
individual units and individual
yards.
These are amenities most
housing complexes do not offer
and these features are what office
coordinator of Allendale Meadows
Ginger says sets the complex apart
from the rest of the competition.
“One thing that sets us apart
is the fact that they are houses,”
Ginger said. “There is no one
attached to you. no one above you
and there is no one below you, plus
you have your own yard.”
Allendale Meadows, located at
11400 Boyne Blvd. in Atlendale,
is
a
manufactured
housing
community owned by Sun Homes
and Sun Communities, Inc. Ginger

says units are usually available
throughout the year, as people sign
their leases on a flexible schedule
rather than in set months.
“Our
inventory
changes
monthly,” Ginger said. “We have
people move in and out every
month of the year based on when
they sign their lease.”
Currently, Ginger said there
are many units available with rent
starting as low as $699 a month
with two bedroom, three bedroom
and four bedroom units available.
These prices are per home rather
than per student, which is another
feature many other complexes do
mot offer.
Allendale Meadows offers a full
clubhouse,playground,recreational
facilities and a swimming pool.
The houses themselves boast full
appliances with a washer and dryer
in each unit.
To receive more information
about leasing call 616-895-6684
or visit the Allendale Meadows
website at www.suncommunities.
com.

GVL / Eric Coulter
Yards in Meadows: Allendale Meadows, a manufactured housing community, gives residents their own units with
yards and driveways. Tenants do not have to worry about disturbances from neighbors above or below them.

dspadafora @ lanthorn .com

New Leases available year round

GVL / Eric Coulter
Leasing office: Allendale Meadows (pictured) accepts leases on a flexible schedule, so their
available inventory changes monthly. Rent, which is charged per unit, starts at $699 a month.

Visit our website at rentbluesky.com and find your home today.

We have 1 to 5 bedroom homes._______

CALL BILL JONES

Starting at $699/mo.
• Close to Campus
•2 & 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
•Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly
• Clubhouse & Pool

0 616-291-8047
TO SCHEDULE A SHOWING

4 BEDROOM, TWO BATH LARGE HOME
WITH CENTRAL AIR AND OFF-STREET PARKING.

$1100 PER MONTH
♦ mums
* JUST 1 MILE AWAY
FROM GVSU'S DOWNTOWN CAMPUS!
* LOCATED RIGHT NEXT TO A BUS STOP
ALONG THE 50 ROUTE
* READY TO MOVE-IN BY MAY 1ST

CALL (616) 437-3214
J

Note: All applicants must complete a rental application and be approved for community residency.
I

♦♦
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CONIFER CREEK CAMBRIDGE
PARTNERS INC.
Woodland Creek Apartments
offer more bang for the buck

GVL / Nathan Mehmed
Alumnus-owned: Conifer Creek Townhomes are owned an operated by a GVSU graduate, something that gives
owner Joe Modderman a unique insight into his tenants' needs. Rates for the energy-efficient units start at $385.

Conifer Creek offers
'hometown' atmosphere
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer

48th Avenue is home to many popular
apartment complexes for Grand Valley State
University students. Nestled in a quiet, wooded
setting while still offering modem amenities.
Conifer Creek Townhomes boasts some of the
lowest housing rates on 48th Ave.
Conveniently located less than a mile from
campus and minutes away from bus stops.
Conifer Creek offers students the convenience
of the larger complexes on 48th Avenue but
with a “smaller, hometown feel,” owner Joe
Modderman said.
“We're a little bit of a smaller complex that
doesn’t have all of the craziness,” he said. “...
In our world, you call this phone number and
I’m the owner, I'm the manager and I’ll try to
get something done instantly for you. At other
places, you have to go through multiple calls and
people to put in a maintenance order.”
Conifer Creek is also GVSU alumnusowned, ensuring the complex was built with
firsthand knowledge of what GVSU students
want and need for their living spaces.
All units come with free cable, internet,

garbage services, snow removal and parking. A
washer and dryer, central air and a fully equipped
kitchen are also included in each apartment. In
addition, pets are allowed in some units. Conifer
Creek also has a roommate profile service,
allowing students who room blind to be placed
with compatible roommates.
Rates range from $385 to $435, depending
on the unit style and the length of the lease. Unit
styles include four bedroom, two-and-a-half
bath; four bedroom, four-and-a-half bath; units
with garages and units with a walkout cement
patio. Each unit boasts more than l ,600 square
feet. Both 10- and 12-month leases are available.
Utilities are not included in lease fees.
However, Modderman said the building’s
energy-efficient d(xirs and windows result in
lower utility costs for renters.
“Our utility costs are going to be lower than .
anywhere else with our same square footage,”
he said.“...I built this place right.”
Conifer Creek has 32 total units, with about
seven still available for next year. To schedule an
appointment to view an apartment or for further
information about Conifer Creek, email rcnt@
conifercreektownhomes.com or call 616-3182035.
clone @ lanthorn £om

Cambridge Partners, Inc.,
has been managing locally
owned and operated properties
for 25 years in the Grand Rap
ids area.
Continually offering quality
housing for all people, Cam
bridge Partners, Inc., manages
several housing options for
students in the greater Grand
Rapids area. One of these plac
es is Woodland Creek Apart
ments, situated just outside the
downtown metropolitan area in
Southeast Grand Rapids.
At Woodland Creek, prop
erty manager Ron Sabourin
knows the value of “stretching
your dollar,” especially on a
student budget.
Currently for this month at
Woodland Creek, new renters
can receive up to $ 1,200 in free
rent on select floor plans with a
13-month lease.
While Woodland Creek has
availability for all demograph
ics, Sabourin said commuters,
non-traditional students, gradu
ate students and recent grads
looking for comfortable living
are guaranteed to find an ar
rangement that fits with their
lifestyle.
“We're locally owned and
managed out of West Michigan
and have a seasoned, profes
sional staff that are here seven
days a week,” Sabourin said.
As a resident at Woodland
Creek, renters will have access
to a health club membership,
free Dish Network Satellite
TV. personal washer and dryer.

Courtesy photo / rent.com
Variety: Woodland Creek Apartments offer 10 different floor plans as well
as an array of amenities, including continental breakfasts and happy hours.

covered parking, weekday con
tinental breakfasts, monthly
happy hours and more, all in
cluded in the monthly rent.
A number of units were also
recently updated to a ‘premiere’
style, which includes new car
pet, appliances, light fixtures
and faucet fixtures.
Woodland Creek is minutes
from the Gerald R. Ford Inter
national airport, Wixxlland and
Centerpointe shopping centers
and several dining options.
The apartments are avail
able in 10 different floor plans,
ranging from 740 to 1325
square feet. Models are one
bedroom one bath or two bednxims 2 baths. Prices for all the
models are between $700 and
$965 per month. Their web
site www.wcxxilandcreek-apts.
com features walkthroughs
and testimonials to help apart
ment seekers find the place best
suited to their tastes. All units
feature central air conditioning,
dishwasher, garbage disposal
and a microwave. Utilities in
cluded with the units are wa

ter, sewer and trash. Cats are
also welcome with a one-time
pet fee of $200, then $15 per
month, per cat after that.
Other main features to
Woodland Creek include hot
tub/whirlpool, indoor heated
pool, outdoor pool, a tennis
court, and a volleyball court.
There is free wi-fi access in the
apartment clubhouse and ten
ants can also pay rent online.
Application fees for Wood
land Creek are $40 and security
deposits are $500. Three-, six-,
nine- and 12-months leases are
available.
Students who bring this ar
ticle to the Woodland Creek of
fice will have their application
fee waived and recieve $200
off their move-in costs, a total
value up to $250. Woodland
Creek also offers referral bo
nuses.
To see a full list of polices
or take a virtual tour for Wood
land Creek visit the website or
call 616-957-9000 for more in
formation.

arts@ lanthorn c om
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* 4 Bedrooms
* 4 Vi Baths
* Garage on some units
* Walkout units
* Daylight units
* Free cable and wireless ii
* Washer and dryer in every unit
* Professionally designed closets

.0

* Over 1600 square feet per unit

Wacm dlscoyerdthejpenfectfapantment^U
*

* Covered car ports
* Walking distance of restaurants and grocery store
* Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance

home far+you at one

• GVSU Alumni / Allendale owned and operated ,
* Energy efficient, Green built buildings, resulting in lower utility bills
* Energy efficient windows and doors also resulting in lower utility bills
* Roommate profile service
•Walking path through woods
* y< of a mile from campus

Floorplans& Rates Ava Ha ble Online

• Dozens of Floor Plans
•Six Communities, One Source t
•Affordable pricing starting
at under $500!
• Locations throughout
Grand Rapids Michigan
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(616)318-2035
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www.cambridgepartnersinc.com

Do you want to save $100.

By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
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OTTAWA CREEK
Ottawa Creek mixes
affordability, accessibility

Ottawa Creek
Apartments

By Samantha Butcher
GVL Managing Editor

your home away from home

11127 52nd Ave

ottawacreek.com
(616) 453-9190

Rent as low as $180.00 a month
INCLUDES:

*Based on four person occupancy

DSL
Studio

Two Bedroom

One Bedroom

I*
r-------- 1

CABLE

<

I—

WATER

L_r

TRASH

No parking fees or permits!

A Biunt Pha

& CaltHmu d a Gad hut

For students seeking an af
fordable apartment with a fam
ily feel, Ottawa Creek provides
the perfect atmosphere.
“We’re not run by a big cor
poration,” said Max Ainslie,
who owns and iterates the
complex with his wife, Terri.
“I guess I’d call us, short of a
better term, a mom-and-pop,
locally-owned complex.”
The apartments, located a
mile west of campus on 52nd
Avenue, offer a variety of lay
outs to fit students’ lifestyles and
budgets.
Studio apartments,
one-bedroom and two-bedroom
units are available.
Ottawa Creek also has onebedroom, handicapped-accessi
ble options.
“We’re a clean, family-ori
ented place,” Terri Ainslie said.
Max added that accessibility
is a priority at Ottawa Creek.
‘‘(Our tenants) can deal di
rectly with the people who own
the building instead of three or
four layers of the person-to-per
son ” he said.

Mom and pop: Residents in Ottawa Creek (pictured) can deal directly with the
owners, a husband and wife duo. The complex combines budget and quality.

Nine-month and 12-month
leases are available, with rent
starting at $600 per month.
High-speed internet, basic cable,
trash removal, water and park
ing are included in the price.
Max Ainslie said the com
plex’s amenities are intended to
fit students’ needs for work and
play.
“We have on-site laundry fa
cilities and a basketball court,”
he said.
Primarily Grand Valley State
University students inhabit the
community at Ottawa Creek,
and the owners strive to provide
quality housing with a laid-back

feel on a student budget.
“It’s all students,” Max Ain
slie said. “We just have a real
good, solid student body here,
I feel ”
The Ottawa Creek office
is open for showings Monday
through Friday from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Students who sign a lease
before Thursday can receive
$200 off of the first month’s rent
by printing the "Specials” page
at www.ottawacreek.com.
For more information, visit
Ottawa Creek’s website or call
the office at 616-453-9190.

matuigingeditor@ lanthom com

UNIVERSITY
TOWNHOMES
Townhouses provide scenic
living one mile from campus

Expires: April 30th, 2011
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By Susie Skowronek
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GVL Laker Life Editor

$200 OFF
Y0UE 1ST MONTH OF RENT!-p„u„«
•Must bring in coupon to get special.

One living community still
believes in quality customer
service, and at University
Townhouses and Apartments,
residents deal directly with the
owner, with the assistance of a
property manager.
University Townhouses and

UNIVERSITY TOWNHOUSES &
APARTMENTS

& A'VARIETY OF HOME STYLES

-A.

.**.

>.

Apartments is located at 5444,
5466 and 5486 Fillmore Ave. in
Allendale, one mi le west of cam
pus. Nestled in a quiet wooded
landscape, the three buildings
include 10 total townhouses and
eight new apartments.
“It’s a really simple, downto-earth place to live,” said Dan
Jansen, property owner. “It’s a
very quiet, secluded area.”
The spacious rooms are
more reasonably priced than
most housing options available
close to campus, Jansen added.
“It is really conducive to
studying,” he said. “They don’t
have all the business, and dis
tractions of the bigger com
plexes.”
Students can rent t\vobedroom townhouses for two,
three or four occupants. Prices
range per person from $245 to
$390 per month for 10 months
or $225 to $370 for 12 months.
The two-bedroom townhouses
have 1,100 square feet and are
contained in the white building
at 5444 Fillmore.
All townhouses have walkin closets and two bathrooms
with separate showers and tubs.
Each kitchen contains a stove,
refrigerator and dishwasher, and
each unit has a washer and dry
er. The townhouses have central
air conditioning, and each room
has hook-ups for DSL internet
access, digital video and cable.
For four-bedrcx)m townhouses with four, five or six
occupants, prices range per
person from $215 to $280 for
10 months or $200 to $250 for
12 months. The four-bedroom
townhouses have 1,400 square
feet and are located in the brown

building at 5466 Fillmore Ave.
These townhouses also have a
large storage room on the lower
level.
The price to rent the townhouses covers water, sewer and
trash removal, but residents pay
for all other utilities.
The new two bedroom apart
ments rent for $390 per person
for a 10 month lease or $370
per person for a 12 month lease.
These units are 8(X) square feet
with two full bathrooms. The
rent includes the heat for the
apartment. Each kitchen con
tains a stove, refrigerator and
dishwasher, and each unit has a
washer and dryer.
Some 900-square foot apart
ments are also available for rent
at 6425 Lake Michigan Drive.
Two bedroom apartments are
also avai lable for $350 per month
per person for a 10-month lease
and $325 per month per person
fora 12-month lease.
The apartments contain one
bathroom, and the complex»has
a washer and dryer on site. Each
room has DSL and cable hook
ups, and the apartment price in
cludes all utilities.
University Townhouses re
quires a $10 application fee for
each potential resident. A clean
ing fee will also apply - $45
to each person or $ 180 to each
unit, whichever cost is greater.
University Townhouses and
Apartments are owned and op
erated by DanCo Property LI C
For more information, visit gvtownhouses.com, call Tim at
616-477-5511 or email xlpropertymanagement® gmai I com.

lakerlife@lanthom com
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FREE PARKING FREE HEAT FREE LAUNDRY
NEW UNITS STILL AVAILABLE
WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST RATES PER PERSON!"

(616)477.5511
GVTOWNHOUSES.COM

fron> Camput
Solitude: Conveniently located a mere mile west of campus in Allendale,
University Townhouses.(pictured) offer residents seclusion and privacy.
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48 West offers residents the means to work and play
GVL Sports Editor

Starting at $395 per
month for a lease, The
Village at 48 West offers
a top-of-the-line living
situation for a low price.
The apartment complex
has limited availability
remaining for the 20112012 school year, but a
handful of two- and fourbedroom apartments are
still available for lease.
If students apply to live
in 48 West between now
and April 17, they will be
entered in a drawing to win
a free iPad.
“At 48 West, you are
joining
a community,”
said Lauren Betten, the
complex’s leasing manager.
“You have your own place,
not just a room, but a whole
apartment or townhome
to call your own. There
is room to meet and hang
out, but you also get the
convenience of your own
private area to call home.”
The apartment complex
offers several different
floor plans, which range
from
one
bedroom
apartments to three-story,
four bedroom townhomes.
All options in the Village at
48 West include a private
bathroom and bedroom for
each tenant.
The village also offers a
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GVL / Nathan Mehmed
48 best:

In addition to affordable apartment units, 48 West also offers a variety of on-site amenities, such as a coffee shop, convenience store and 24-hour gym.

wide array of entertainment
options, with a theatre, a
game room equipped with
an XBOX 360, a Nintendo
Wii,
multiple
billiards
tables, and table hockey.
There is also a 24-hour
gym with free weights,
machines, and treadmills.

“My favorite part of
48 West is the outdoor
athletic courts,” said Ben
Coleman, senior and 48
West resident. “They have
a tennis net you can put up
and basketball hoops, but I
spend the majority of my
time there playing roller

hockey.”
48 West also has a array
of dining options. Goods to
Go is a general convenience
store, but it also serves hot
pizza, popcorn, and soup
for students to grab onthe-go. Ugro is the coffee
shop, which offers lower

Apply by April 15th!
Each week one lucky
applicant will win an

IPAD

prices for coffee than on
the GVSU campus as well
as a ten percent discount
on every purchase. The
newest addition to 48
West’s village area will be
Menna’s Joint, a restaurant
popular at Michigan State
University and Central

HOME OF THE DUB

£>

OBSCENELY DELICIOUS

www.48west.com
♦ •♦t

m
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* see a 48west leasing agent for more details

WILDLY ADDICTIVE

616-895-2400
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sports@lanthorn .com
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Menna's Joint comma soon!
Opening April i, 2011!
Open Monday - Friday 10am - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday 12pm - 4pm

Michigan
University,
among others.
“Menna’s
Joint
is
opening soon in the village
center at 48 West, planning
to open their doors April
1,” Betten said. “And Ugro
is our coffee shop that
offers delicious drinks to
start off your day or just a
perfect location to study.”
Finally, the apartment
complex offers several
contests and promotions
where students can get free
food and drink or receive
money to help pay rent.
The village is currently in
the middle of a promotion
where students can shoot
a short video about why
people should live in the
complex, with a grand
prize of up to $3,000 in
free rent.
“Our Leasing Office
strives
in
creating
a
well-balanced
student
housing
community
that
promotes
healthy
living in an educational
setting,” Betten said. “All
of our team members,
from
maintenance
to
office
personal,
excel
in connecting with our
residents.
We want to
ensure we treat everybody
with
compassion
and
understanding
in
all
circumstances and look
at our residents like our
family.”

48west@48west.info

Do you want to save $100

By Greg Monahan
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The Lofts & Plaza Towers offer
upscale living at college price
Plaza Towers, The Lofts provide downtown access to nightlife, entertainment
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Editor in Chief

For those who find the bright lights and bigcity atmosphere of Grand Rapids appealing. Plaza
Towers and The Lofts Apartments offer an ideal
location with higher-end amenities.
Both apartment complexes are w ithin walking
distance of all the entertainment offered by down
town Grand Rapids, within a mile of the Grand
Valley State University Pew Campus and close to
the Grand River.
The location at 201 West Fulton St. is a big at
traction of Plaza Towers, said Julie Vande Vusse,
property manager.
Plaza Towers features apartments with either
a city view or river view over the Grand River.
The Towers occupy floors eight through 14 of the
building, with studio and one- or two-bedrcxim
units available. The two-bedroom model also has
two full bathrooms.
The residents of Plaza Towers range from col
lege students to professors to young professionals
as the apartments, ringing from 675 square feet
to 1,161 square feet, appeal to a broad demo
graphic.
Rent for the one-bedroom apartments ranges
from $950-$! ,2(X). The two-bedroom is between
$1.300 and $1,750 and the studio $910 to $970
per month. The cost varies depending on the floor,
view, square footage and what has been upgraded
recently in the apartment.
The living space is just the beginning of what
Plaza Towers has to offer. Other amenities include

24-hour security, on-site laundry, a coffee bar. a
community room with wireless Internet, a fitness
center and a new patio on the first floor with a
grilling area. Among the most popular features,
according to Vande Vusse, are the cinema room,
indoor p<x)l and rooftop sports deck.
“We have a lot of amenities that not every
apartment can offer,” Vande Vusse said.
Of the 133 apartments that make up Plaza
Towers, only one is currently available, but Vande
Vusse said more open up each month as leases
expire.
Student discounts are available in the way of
$50 off of each month's rent and 50 percent off
the application fee.
Parking costs $80 or $100 per month for out
door or indoor parking, respectively. The only
pets allowed at Plaza Towers are cats, and they
cost an extra non-refundable $2(X) deposit plus
$20 each month.
More information about Plaza Towers is avail
able at www.plazatowerapartments.com or by
calling 616-776-3300.
If Plaza Towers is a bit too high-end for some
people. The Lofts provides a similar downtown
atmosphere at a lower price. Located at 26 Shel
don Blvd. SE. the apartments sit “in the heart of
Grand Rapids within walking distance of restau
rants, nightlife and entertainment,” said Aubrey
Van Ee. property manager.
The complex features 11 unique floor plans,
all with either one or two bedrooms. Up to two
people can live in each bedroom, and the apart
ments range from 580 square feet to 9(X) square
feet.

//

We have a lot of
amenities that not every
apartment can offer/7
-Julie Vande Vusse
Property manager
GVL / Kate Kaurich
City lights: (Above) The Lofts offer affordable apartments

Rent for The Lofts varies from $565 to $701
for a one-bedroom unit and $673 to $837 for a
two-bedrixim. Residents can fill out an applica
tion on the complex's website to see if they quali
fy for the lower rent.
Other amenities include on-site laundry, a fit
ness center, computer lab and wireless Internet in
the lobby. The building is under 24-hour security
with keycard access. Maintenance is also avail
able 24 hours a day.
Indtxir parking passes cost $40 to $55 per
month. The Lofts is pet-friendly with some re
strictions for an additional fee of $ 15 per month.
Currently three of the 55 units are open to sign
fora 12-month lease.
Van Ee said residents love the location and the
atmosphere of the The Lofts, which she described
as "urban” and “trendy.”
More information about The Lofts can be
found on their website, www.loftsapartments.
com, or by calling their of fice at 616-234-01(X).
editorial @ lanthorn .< om

in the heart of downtown Grand Rapids, with rent starting
at $565. (Below) Plaza Towers rents riverfront properties
with high-end amenities, starting at $950 per month.

Hiomano Plane
apartments
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GVL / Kate Kaurich
Walker retreat: Experience sweeping views and stunning rates at Pineridge Apartments in Walker, Mich.
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PINERIDGE
APARTMENTS
Heat Included * Cable Ready ’Central Air
Dishwasher* ElevatorGarbage Disposal
Intercom System • Laundry Facilities

GVL / Kate Kaurich*
Home in the highland: Southeast Grand Rapids offers exciting living for

Mini / Vert. Blinds • Newer Appliances

h'.

adventurous students

Pet Friendly *Smoke Detectors
24hr Emergency Main.
Additional Storage Available

Live
in the heart of
downtown
Grand Rapids
3.9. jiwI 12 month lea*
t<n»

frmshed units jrjiUfei

www.pUutowmapirtments com

616.776,3300

GVSU Student Special!
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Recede J50/mo.
off Rent1

26 Sheldon Blvd. SE Grand Raptds

/

PLAZA
TOWERS

1/2 off
Application Fee1
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COPPER BEECH
Copper Beech gives students
more room, fun for less money
By Samantha Butcher

Students on a budget, rejoice
- Copper Beech Townhomes
includes
high-speed
Internet,
expanded cable, full-sized kitchen
appliances and a washer and dryer
ail with the price of rent.
The community is one of the
largest off of Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Canfpus
with more than 900 residents, and
the various townhouse options
house from one to four people.
Each tenant has his own full
bathroom.
One person apartments have
about 650 square feet of living
area and currently cost $635 per
month for an unfurnished unit.
Two bedroom units have about
1,300 square feet, with a separate
floor housing the two bedrooms.
These cost $475 per person per
month.
For a three bedroom unit,
students can choose one with
either a garage or an additional
lower-level living area taking the
place of a fourth bedroom. They
size in at about 1,700 and 2,000
square feet, respectively and rental
rates range from $420 to $440 per
person per month.
For a group of four roommates,
they will find an entry-level
kitchen and living area with half
bath, and then two bedrooms each
on the upper and lower levels.
These units have about 2,000

to constantly improve.
“We are also looking into
having a shuttle to downtown
Grand
Rapids
for nightlife
activities soon,” said property
manager Kristi Garrett.
Pelc said the community
environment is his favorite part of
living at Copper Beech.
“There’s always something
going on during the weekends, and
the people are really awesome,”
he said.
Another amenity that Copper
Beech offers is the comfort of
knowing any problems that crop up
will be taken care of. Maintenance
requests can be made 24 hours a
day on their website, or in person
at the office.
“Management is always willing
to listen to concerns and handle
them in an appropriate manner,”
Wood added.
Tenants also need not worry
about building their landscaping,
mowing the lawn or watering the
plants,as professional landscaping
is
included
to keep
their
surroundings both aesthetically
pleasing and maintenance-free for
the residents.
Residents must pay their own
electric bills, which include
heating and air conditioning.
To learn more about Copper
Beech Townhomes, go to www.
cbeech.com, or visit in person
on the southwest corner of 48th
Avenue and Pierce Street. The
office number is 616-895-2900.

manaffingeditor@ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / myloft45.com
New additions: Loft 45 (pictured) will debut several features in 2011, including a

student center for residents to study and relax and the availability of furnished units.

Loft 45 provides
'upscale'living, on-site
shopping in Allendale
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

With a new name and new image. Loft 45 is ready to welcome new
residents.
Though only five years old. Loft 45 has reinvented itself to reflect
the 45 units it offers, located on M-45.
“The main feature is its unique location and the offering of only 45
private residence,” said Renee Webster, director of operations for the
Gillespie Group in East Lansing. “A lot of students have already lived
on campus or lived close to campus and are looking to get away from
the hustle and bustle of campus. Loft 45 offers the right private living
environment for the learning.”
Webster said one of the unique things about Loft 45 is that the
apartments are located above retail space. The complex, which sits at
6101 Lake Michigan Drive in Allendale, shares the space with Family
and Farm Home, Dollar General, Forever Sun, Grand Coney, Pack &
Mail Plus and Snap Fitness.
The units are available in one- or two-bedroom models each with a
slightly different floor plan. Rent ranges from $719 for the smallest 716
square foot, one-bedroom, one-bathroom apartment and $1,260 for the
largest 1,115 square foot, two-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment. Two
people can occupy each bedroom.
• Each unit comes with air conditioning, a dishwasher, microwave,
oven, range stove, washer and dryer, walk-in closet and window
treatments. Webster said each unit recently received an upgraded
appliance ebony appliance set. The units have 9-foot ceiling and ceiling
height windows with mini-blinds.
Pets are allowed at Loft 45 for an additional fee. There is plenty of
parking, and each unit has a private entry with an elevator.
“We have a good mix of residents,” Webster said. “The target market
is the student or resident that is looking for a choice living experience.
It’s more upscale than the average student would usually find in the
GVSU apartment market.”
New to Loft 45 is the student center “Refeul,” which is set for
completion in spring of 2011. Webster said this will be a gathering,area
with a TV and couches for residents who want to have a group over or
just a different place to relax or study. Another new feature is the option
of furnished units, which will be available in 2011
Julia Nowak, a Grand Valley State University junior, currently lives
in one of the Loft 45 units and said she picked the complex because of
its off-campus appeal.
“The other off-campus apartments seem very dorm-like and very
parental-like,” Nowak said.
She said one of the best things about Loft 45 is how new it is and
the spacious bedrooms. Another selling point for Nowak was the
availability of one- or two-bedroom apartments.
“They offer two-bedroom apartments rather than having to find three
or four roommates,” Nowak said.
Though she will be moving closer to the downtown campus next
year, Nowak said if she was staying in Allendale, she would renew her
lease at Loft 45.
Loft 45 is currently pre-leasing for 2011, and Webster said she
expects a turnover in about half the units. More information is available
at heritagetownsquare.com or by calling 866-231-1509.

news @ lanthorn .com

GVL / Eric Coulter
Spacious units: Copper Beech Townhomes offer tenants space at an affordable price, with rent starting at $385. or $390 for a furnished unit.

616.895.2500

Call Today!

6101 Lake Michigan Dr.
(formerly known as Heritage Towne Square)

text “loft45 to 53555 for
more info
Bring this coupon in and roceive

application fool

Do you want to save $100

GVL Managing Editor

square feet of living area, and
each tenant pays $385 per month.
Tenants in all floor plans
have the opportunity to rent
their townhouse furnished for
an additional $5 per person per
month.
The four-bedroom furnished
units are the most popular, and are
rented out by the first of November
each year. Wood said.
“Thank God,” said Jeff Pelc,
a Copper Beech resident who
rented a furnished unit for the
2009-2010 school year. He said
the convenience of not having to
worry about furniture is a big plus
for him.
The kitchen in each unit boasts
plenty of cabinet and counter
space, a dishwasher, a refrigerator/
freezer, garbage disposal, electric
range and oven with a built-in
microwave and a breakfast bar in
the kitchen area.
Each floor hosting bedrooms
also has a large closet for storage.
“There is more than enough
room,” Pelc said. “”We checked
out every unit on 48th Avenue
and no one could match Copper
Beech’s amount of space for the
price.”
Residents
also
have
the
opportunity to meet each other
and make new friends while
hanging out at the Copper Beech
Clubhouse. It has a fitness center,
a lounge area with a fireplace, a
game room with a pool table and a
kitchenette for resident use.
Copper Beech is also looking
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• 24-hr Maintenance
• Built-in Microwave
• 24-hr Fitness Center & Game Room
• Full-Size Dishwasher
• Sand Volleyball & ‘ ...... .
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www.coDDerbeechtownhomes.com
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